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Art in Online Gallery
These art pieces have been selected to appear in the  

2016 – 2017, Volume 23 Gallery of Anthology and can be 
viewed online at www.tarleton.edu/anthology.

Natalie  Bauman
 Babe Lincoln
 Miramare Castle

Maria Beasley
 Pappou and the Squirrels

Alexis Brown
 On the Horizon

Kelsey Brown
 Beautiful Day
 Broken Car
 A Welcome Stay

Marissa Burns
 After the Rain
 Road to Nowhere
 Rusty Old Wire
 West Texas Mountain

Tareah R. Bush
 R.M.S. Titanic

Rebecca Cox
 Hazy Summer
 Leaving Stephenville
 Ode to You
 The Thing
 To Night
 Untitled, March 2, 2017

Craig, Colin
 Blue Cube
 Reflection
 Sassy

Sterling Devins
 Bonsai
 The Setup

Alexcianna Diaz
 The Golden Generation
 Mardi Gras

Case Galbraith
 Ghost
 Lake
 Skogafoss
 Vik

Blake Goldsmith
 3DS

Olya Haun
 Jazz with Music

Kaitlin Hooper
 Captivated
 The Dock
 Elephant
 Happiness
 The House at Florence
 A Hungry Friend
 Longing
 Multnomah Falls
 The Reader
 Reflection
 What It Is

Haley Ivey
 Life of a Gamer
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Justin Knippers
 Busan Summit Scenery
 Bustling Station
 Colorful Yukata
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 Dewed Leaves
 Fiery-billed Toucan
 Floating Flame
 Inari Shrine at Night
 The Iron Horse
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 Meditating Buddha
 Observing Monkey

Arliss Lewis
 Summer Evening
 Winter Ocean

Brian Marin
 Code Breaking

Joshua McLatchy
 GameCube Controller
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 Birdbath
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 San Fuego
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Phillip Mullen
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Alvaro Munoz
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IN MEMORIAM to our friend, 
professor, & colleague 

Dr. Leslie Stanley-Stevens, May 15, 
1961—June 22, 2016

Dr. Leslie Stanley-Steven’s short prose piece “Nobody’s Fault” 
originally appeared in New Texas 2001. It demonstrates her wit, edgy 
sense of humor, and ability to make us smile.  

Nobody’s Fault:
Genesis 3:1-6 (Revised Stanley perVersion)

One day Eve needed someone to talk to, but Adam was busy 
with his man’s work—naming things. Fortunately, she met a 

serpent, Pat, who was quite a good conversationalist and before they 
knew it, it was time for lunch.

“Do you want some grapes?” asked Eve (always the perfect 
hostess).

“No, I can’t reach them and besides, I think they’re sour. But I 
brought some bananas. Would you like a bite?”

“Gee, I appreciate your offer” (Never wanting to offend) “but 
God told us not to eat bananas.”

“Oh, I can’t imagine that,” retorted Pat. “Bananas are the perfect 
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happy food – high in potassium, you know. Also, there’s a great view 
of our neighbor’s garden from the top of the banana tree.”

“Neighbor? Who is my neighbor?”
“Neighbors are people who fall into ditches. You’re supposed to 

love them.” 
Pat didn’t realize that God had made bananas the forbidden fruit. 

God told Pat not to eat pomegranates. (It gets complicated here, but it 
has to do with serpent digestion.) So when Pat explained that it was 
pomegranates that were forbidden, Eve doubted herself and bit into 
the banana.

Adam came by during a coffee break and picked up a banana 
without even asking what it was. Since Adam was in charge of 
naming things, it never occurred to him that what he was eating 
could be a banana.

He had named it “apple.” 

Reprinted by permission of New Texas editors Donna Walker Nixon 
and James Ward Lee. 

Dr. Leslie Stanley-Stevens
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Creative Arts Day Speaker
Tui Snider

Guest Commentary

Years ago, I visited the doctor to discuss a lingering cough. From 
the start of the exam, however, it felt as if we were discussing 

more than just my health. 
     “This cough of yours,” the doctor began, “is it productive?”
     “Actually, it’s a total slacker!” (Yes, I said, “slacker.” Did I mention 
this was the 90s?)

Tui Snider is 
an award-

winning author, 
photographer, 
musician, and 
speaker who 
specializes in quirky, 
haunted, and 
downright bizarre 
destinations. As she 
puts it: “I used to 
write fiction. But 
then, I moved to 
Texas!”

      Snider’s writing 
and photography 
has been featured 
by a variety of 
publications, 
including Coast to 

Coast AM, FOX Travel News, LifeHack, Sky Europe, easyJet, the City of 
Plano and more. 
     Snider’s award winning books inspired by the Lone Star state 
include Paranormal Texas, The Lynching of the Santa Claus Bank 
Robber, and Unexpected Texas. In 2016, she served as the writer and 
photographer in residence for Tarleton State University’s Langdon 
Review and is currently teaching classes based on her books at Texas 
Christian University.
     Tui has several new books in progress, including Messages from 
the Dead: A Field Guide to Cemetery Symbols, as well as a book about 
the Great Texas Airship Mystery of 1897. She enjoys connecting with 
readers all over the world through her website: TuiSnider.com and @
TuiSnider on Twitter. 
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     As the exam progressed, I added that I sometimes got a sharp pain 
when breathing in. 
     “Ah!” the doctor exclaimed earnestly, bobbing his head up 
and down as if he heard this all the time. “You feel pain upon 
inspiration.”
     “Pain upon inspiration?”
     “Inspiration is medical lingo for breathing in,” he explained. 
“Expiration is breathing out, and,” he added with a laugh, “I’m sure 
you know what it means to expire.”
     For days after our appointment, “pain upon inspiration” tumbled 
through my brain. Something about that little phrase snagged me in 
a way I couldn’t explain. I found myself doodling those words on 
napkins and notepads like a cryptic mantra.
     I often hear creative people speak of inspiration as something 
fleeting and unpredictable, like a rare bird you might glimpse in your 
backyard. Back then, I felt the same way. I thought of inspiration as 
a fickle thing that came and went, a lucky lightning strike that either 
carried your creative projects from start to finish or abandoned you 
completely.
     After that doctor’s appointment, however, my relationship to 
creativity changed in a very freeing way. If inspiration simply meant 
“breathing in,” then not only was it a natural and mandatory act 
keeping our creative selves alive, but it was also something we could 
control.
     Rather than thinking of inspiration as something that either 
happened to me or did not, I now thought of it as a process I either 
participated in or did not. I no longer needed to nervously wait 
for inspiration to show up. Instead, I needed to show up so that 
inspiration could occur. All this time it wasn’t inspiration being fickle, 
it was me! 
     Just as there’s a rhythm to our breathing, there’s a rhythm to our 
creativity, and this new perspective played right into that. The next 
time I sat down to write a song, for instance, I took a moment to 
figuratively breathe in. I slowed down and took in my surroundings, 
observing all the thoughts and feelings swirling around in my 
head, the scenery out the window, even the sensations in my body. 
Suddenly, out of that big tangled mess, a sparkling little idea 
appeared, an idea that I gleefully chased down the page.
     It’s a great feeling when one word leads to another and you can 
barely keep up, but it doesn’t last forever. At some point, after all, you 
need to breathe out. This is nothing to worry about. It’s just part of 
your creative rhythm. When this happens, either take a break, or turn 
once more to your surroundings. What do you see right here? What 
do you feel right now? These are your creative gifts. This is your 
inspiration. 

Tui Snider
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Anthology 23
Editors’ Choice Awards

Our Editors’ Choice Awards honor individuals who have 
contributed outstanding works to this volume. The range 

of talent demonstrated by these students exemplifies the 
breadth of creativity at Tarleton State University.

     Outstanding Photography:   
             Colin Craig 
             Special recognition for “Bass”

     Outstanding Prose:   
              Abigail Fesmire 
             Special recognition for “Beneath the Red Flag”

      Outstanding photograph:   
             Sara Watts 
             Special recognition for “Commerce Street Rain”
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Diamond Beverly
Hashtag
Good bad
a paradox of hymns
If I hadn’t resisted

If I would not have claimed my melanin

My heritage forge through oppression
the reign of Beautiful Black Kings and Queen

Fallen on deaf ears

Seemingly erased from history
Erased from our children’s history books
Because I see elegance in the curve of my hip
 I see grace in the gold shining through my skin

Kissed by the sun 

And magic in every coil, wave and root of in my curl
Our beauty dimmed by micro aggression
our roots stolen
our culture appropriate
Because everyone wants to be black but no one wants to be black

If I would not have resisted

And I didn’t and yet we are stuck in this endless purgatory
This enslaved salvation
Phrases like:                   
“We do not see color! “And “I am not racist; I have a black friend!” 
Or so they say
Hands up non resisting a life for a life
And every one goes blind
The sun does not rise to kiss the morning sky
The lines blur red and blue fade to gray
Prejudice becomes a life sentence
Grandmother grand father, mother faster sister and brothers
Their lives our lives
Reduced to social stigmas
Hashtags
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Diamond Beverly
Midnight Sun
Our lives were but a chance meeting
Two orbital stars spanning vast depths drawn together through  

infinite galaxies
Burning fast ending softly our lullaby
We were passing comets
Destination unknown but intertwined by fate.

When the creational beings made me they made you
Two parts of a whole meant to meet to thrive
To cause irrevocable change
To cause pain
To eliminate each and every obstacle
Only for our love to be the unclimbable obstacle

But we were the summer rain on a cold winter’s day
Unwanted but found, mysterious and complex
A known perfect imperfection
We were meant to be finite, a brief pause in all consuming chaos.
A stop along the path of growth

We are Olbers’paradox
We are a dying star
Weathered by the very element used to create the complex beauty of 

our finite affinity
The infamous tale of how the moon longs to embrace the sun
The tale of a moonlit shadow too vast for the dying midnight sun
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Sit Down 
and Look

Alexis 
Brown

The Trotting ManAlexis Brown
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The Golden StatueAlexis Brown

Little Red 
Man

Alexis 
Brown
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Aleisha Bryeans
Cafe
The rain falls gently
Tapping at the window pane.
An autumn breeze blows.

Coffee is brewing;
Strong aromas fill the air.
Rich chocolate and black

Turning the pages;
Absorbing the text within.
Tales of magic.

People come and go.
Some work quietly, while others
Rush back to their day.
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Desert CrossMarissa Burns

Ocotillo

Marissa
Burns
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Nicole Carter
My Buddy
The strangers surrounded us. Their eyes wide, speaking a language 

that we could not comprehend. My brothers and sisters cried 
around me. Each one of the aliens stroked the tops of our heads in a 
comforting gesture. Could we trust them? Why were we here?
     One of the creatures kneeled down, though they still towered over 
me. She smelled strange, almost like flowers. Her black orbs of eyes 
seemed kind. Perhaps these creatures weren’t so bad.
     She whispered something I couldn’t understand. It sounded nice. 
She had a comforting tone, almost motherly. I wondered where my 
mother was. We were all separated by one of these creatures. What 
if they wanted to separate my brothers and sisters from me? I didn’t 
think I could stop them. They were so much stronger than us. We 
were just kids.
     She picked me up without expressing hardly any effort. My 
siblings looked up at me in awe. How could a creature be so strong? 
Her hand stroked the top of my head just as the other creatures 
had done. It felt rather nice, but I wasn’t so sure I should trust this 
stranger just yet. She said something to one of the other aliens. A 
smile spread across its lips, and it gave a nod.
     Suddenly, I was being carried away from my family. They didn’t 
seem to notice my disappearance. They laughed and played with the 
smaller aliens. Would I ever see them again? Slowly we drew further 
and further away. I got the sinking feeling that I wouldn’t see my 
siblings or mother again. 
     A loud roar hurt my ears. The smell of something burning filled 
my nose. I let out a small whimper. We were walking towards a large 
beast. It was loud, louder than anything I had ever heard before. The 
creature opened the mouth of the beast and set me inside. Was she 
feeding me to it? What did I do to deserve this?
     I began to cry not understanding why any of this was happening, 
when something touched me. I flipped around to see a little alien. 
She looked just like the tall one. She looked concerned. She picked 
me up and hugged me tight to her chest. It was comforting. She was 
warm and smelled like sweet grass. It masked the smell of the beast. 
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I nuzzled into her, listening to her breathing. Before I knew it, I was 
asleep.
     When I woke, I was being carried out of the smelly creature by the  
little one. She giggled as we approached a metal gate. There were so 
many new smells. Behind the gate stood an old dog. He was big but 
he had kind eyes. The little one set me down on the soft grass once 
we were inside the fenced area. I took a deep breath as the old dog 
approached.
     “What’s your name, son?” He asked, taking a seat in front of me.
     “I don’t know, sir.” I whimpered. “Where’s Momma?”
     He took a deep breath and gave me a reassuring nudge.
     The little one gave him a kiss on the nose and rubbed him softly 
behind the ears. He gave her a warm smile. He loved the little alien. 
I could see it in his eyes. She said something to him. Her voice quiet 
and innocent. He looked up at her as if he understood every word 
she had said. We watched as the little one wandered off into a large 
structure.
     “So, your name is Charlie, is it?” The old dog asked.
     “Is it?” I asked, always wanting a name of my own. “You can 
understand the aliens?”
     “Aliens?” He chuckled. “Those are the Masters. They take care of 
us. The Little Master named you Charlie. She named me Buddy when 
she was younger.”
     “Are there any others?” I asked, starting to become curious about 
this new place.
     “Buddy! Buddy!” A scratchy voice howled from the structure. 
“Where are the bloody stairs?”
     I looked past the old one to find at the top of the stairs a raggedy 
rat of a dog. Her eyes were fogged over with blindness. Her hair 
stuck out in every direction. She could give even the strongest of 
dog’s nightmares.
     Buddy said with a laugh, “Calm down, old timer. I’m coming.”
     “Damn these Masters. I’m an old woman. I should be able to 
relieve myself where ever I damn well please,” she ranted as Buddy 
walked her down the stairs.
     She stumbled on the last one, barely catching herself on the rocks. 
I watched as she wandered around aimlessly. Her nails clicked on the 
rocks of the path leading out of the yard. Suddenly, she sniffed the air 
and flipped her head in my direction. The look of her face made my 
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hackles stand. She moved rapidly in my direction. She may have been 
blind, but her snout still worked.
     “Who is this then?” She barked. “What are you doing here 
stranger?”
     “Uh.” I stum . . .bled for words. “I . . .uh . . .”
     “Leave the lad alone, Miss Terri,” Buddy said, catching her 
attention. “He’s Little Master’s.”
     “I see.” Suddenly her demeanor changed. A sadness came over 
her. “Treat that little girl good, son. She’s got a sweet heart.”
     “Yes, ma’am.” I whispered watching her wander off. “What did 
she mean, Buddy?”
     “Naïve, the both of you,” he said with a smile. “Come on. The 
Masters will be feeding soon. Maybe they’ll have a special treat for 
everyone, since we have a new member of the family.”
     The days went by and soon they turned into weeks, then into 
months. I learned a lot from Buddy. He taught me all about the 
Masters and their strange ways. Eating on tables and taking daily 
baths. Strange creatures, but they loved us and treated us nicely. 
Little Master would play with me every day. Then she would go and 
lie in the sun with Buddy reading out of a book. I was starting to pick 
up on their language. I understood things like “dinner time,” “yes,” 
“no,” “good boy,” and “I love you”. I was starting to really like living 
here. 
     One day, I watched as the Masters took Buddy with them in the 
smelly beast that Buddy explained to me to be a “car”. He looked 
tired that day, but he still gave me a warm smile. Even Terri was 
down that day. I didn’t understand why.
     “Remember what Terri told you your first day, Charlie,” Buddy 
said to me as they led him away. “Treat Little Master nice.”
     “I’ll see you when you come back, Buddy,” I said back to him.
     “I need you to promise me, son,” he pressed, a seriousness about 
him.
     I watched him for a second. “I promise.”
     He was gone for most of the day. I waited patiently for him and 
the Masters to return. Terri was quiet, which was unusual. Every day 
before she would ramble on and on about how she was old and owed 
something. That day she just stared blankly at the nothingness her 
blind eyes could see.
     I jumped up at the sound of the car rolling into the drive. I 

Nicole Carter
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bounced eagerly up to the fence, a smile wide across my face. Little 
Master was the first out of the car. Tears were streaming down her 
cheeks. My smile vanished. She sprinted past me, slamming herself 
into the house. The other Masters exited the car after her. Their 
expressions mournful. I watched, waiting for Buddy to come out too 
so I could ask him what was wrong with Little Master, but he never 
came out.
     Terri padded up beside me. She took a seat and looked out to 
the sunset in the distance. If I didn’t know any better, I would have 
thought she could see it.
     “Miss Terri, what’s going on?” I asked, not sure if I wanted an 
answer. “Where is Buddy?”
     “He’s here, lad. He’ll always be here.”

Nicole Carter
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Kiyana Cherry
Hidden Black History Month
Black History Month
A time to sit and reflect,
On the same facts we hear every single year
“Did you know that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. gave his famous ‘I  
      Have a Dream’ speech in 1963?”
“Did you know that Rosa Parks started the bus boycott?”
I know that 1000 times over 
I want to learn something new
I want to uncover the Hidden Black History Month
The Black History Month that you won’t know about unless you 
      look for it
I want to hear about Dr. Hadiyah Nicole Green 
And her laser cancer treatments
I want the women in “Hidden Figures” not to have been so hidden 
Let’s give Dr. King and Rosa a break, 
And look towards the future this Black History Month
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BassColin Craig
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IdentityColin Craig
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Cutler Will Davidson
The Void
Swimming in the void
The vessel slices through
Silent, Soft, Graceful

A missile of men pining for home
But never even seeing the light of day
Thinking, Dreaming, Craving

Silence all around
Then, all of a sudden
The whooshing of water as missiles abound
Like a punch to the gut
The air all around is sucked away
Shock, Pain, Fear

The screaming souls of men in the deep
No way out
Falling into the void
Silent, Soft, Writhing
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Brenna Donnelly
Beauty
There is nothing like a moment of pure amazement and gratitude. 

You know what I’m talking about? A moment so humbling, yet 
amazing that you can’t help but be happy. That’s the moment I’m 
talking about. I like to call them a “God” moment. A moment where 
without a doubt you are 100% certain God created that moment for 
you, and so you give the utmost thanks to Him. That’s the moment 
I experienced when I visited Mammoth Mountains in California. I’d 
swear they were a wonder of the world. Mountains represent beauty, 
strength, and consistency. 

Nature’s beauty often goes unnoticed. We as humans are quick 
to find the negatives in any situation or environment. It’s too cold, 
it’s too hot, it’s too cloudy, or it’s too rainy. Do we come hardwired 
to find the negativity in things? I don’t necessarily think so. Maybe 
we’re scared to find positivity because it might be taken away, or 
we don’t want someone else’s negative opinion to ruin it.  I don’t 
believe that was God’s plan for us. He created everything to have its 
own form of beauty, including us! There is no denying when you see 
the Mammoth Mountains that it was created in His image, and it’s 
undoubtedly beautiful. 

Should humans see ourselves as beautiful? Or does that make us 
conceited? The mountains never question their beauty because they 
embrace what they are. I know you’re rolling your eyes at me like 
“Brenna, mountains don’t have feelings.” Regardless if you agree or 
not, anything in nature never questions their beauty. So why do we 
as humans? Being in Mammoth was a great reminder that all things 
created in God’s image are beautiful, and we need to start realizing it. 

Envy can be such an ugly trait, and it was a characteristic I 
carried for a long time. It took realizing my own strengths and beauty 
to find appreciation for all things around me. When I’d see girls with 
beautiful long hair, sweet southern accents, and upbeat personalities 
I’d grow envious and try to find anything wrong with them that I 
could. I think that is something we, as a whole, have learned from 
society to find the negatives. It wasn’t until I realized that just because 
another girl is beautiful and graceful, it still doesn’t take anything 
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away from what I am. I am a child of God; therefore, I am beautiful, 
too. 

Unfortunately, when most people say or hear the word beautiful, 
they think of appearance. I don’t let myself do that anymore. Beauty 
comes from the words you say, the kindness of your heart, or even 
the way you love someone. Beauty is more than just looks. Beauty 
comes from what you are, not what you look like. 

Every day that I’m alive I try to be the best person I can be to 
others around me. I want to be a safe place for people to be able to 
talk to me, smile at me, or even sit next to me and know they are 
accepted and wont’ be judged. What an amazing feeling knowing 
you can be exactly who you are, right? We need more safe places in 
this world, with less judgment! And it starts with you. Let your light 
shine on to others, and they will continue to carry that light. Do you 
ever want to humble yourself? Just know that someone out there is 
having a worse day than you are, and then you’ll want to shine your 
light onto others knowing that your day is not really that bad. 
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Sheena Dorton
Haikus
Always parts my lips. 
Supple, Smokey, Buttery.  
The gouda is gone.

Autumn has arrived.
White girls trippin’ at Starbucks.
Pumpkin spice is crack.

They bicker, they fight.
Headaches, heartaches, and Advil.
Siblings are the worst.

Cunning you will be.
One day you will have my heart.
Cholesterol wins.
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Chad Eaton
Another Hero’s Ballad
Hear the heroes’ songs.
Ballads of the battlefield.
Words that speak of times
Where boys were called out
To draw their swords from their sheaths.
They grow into men,
In their time of need,
And look into the abyss.
Heart pounds. Blood boils.
Hands tremble. Silence…
Shots fired. Childhood’s end.
Death for all to see.
A volley of screams
And guts and blood and horror.
Up above the hill,
The audiences
Stare in sheer captivation.
What a performance!
All the men can do
Is look ahead, charge, and pray.
Hoping for the day
When their swords may break
And their ballads may be sung
To those who follow.
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Chad Eaton
Eternal Sanctuary
The desert town of Rio Medea did not sport much in the way of 

entertainment or leisure. It was a simple town that sold simple 
wears for simple people who wished for a simple life. Yet in between 
the liquor store and the pharmacy was a cathedral that stood well 
above its stone brethren. It was decorated with stained-glass windows 
and a door so large and wide that it looked like a gate to an ancient 
castle. It was the one and only extravagance in a town of the meek.
Over thirty years ago, a priest known as Father Renaldo arrived one 
day seemingly out of the blue. He was a short man, stout, and in his 
early thirties. At the time, Rio Medea was suffering from a drought, 
one which had already cost the lives of several farmers. With his own 
two hands and whatever money he could scrounge up, the priest 
built the town a church, something the townsfolk had gone without 
since the country’s last civil war nearly seventy years earlier. And the 
people came. Not all at once, but as the weeks passed and the people 
began to talk, more and more showed up until it became a town 
tradition once more.

In those dry days where water was a luxury and a piece of stale 
bread was considered a feast, Renaldo sought to feed and nourish the 
souls of his fellow men. Every Sunday morning, he would enrapture 
his audiences with tales of epic battles and speeches about the human 
condition. He would praise the ever-expanding ways in which people 
sought to evolve past their primal urges, while also damning those 
that sought greed, destruction, and overwhelming power. He was the 
greatest of storytellers.

Time passed, the drought ended, and the people of Rio Medea 
no longer had to worry about whether each day would be their last. 
Their bellies grew full once more, yet now they craved spiritual 
satisfaction. And so Father Renaldo continued to weave his tapestry 
of tales for the small and tame.

***
On a Tuesday afternoon in early November, Renaldo was 

polishing the church’s pipe organ, its golden rods glistening as the 
sun’s rays came through the windows. Over the past three decades, 
Rio Medea saw a marked improvement. The news of Renaldo’s 
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stories had attracted a small, yet respectable amount of tourism that 
allowed the town’s economy to flourish, at least in comparison to 
the old days of near-starvation. It still remained quaint on a day-to-
day basis, but the holidays brought about a volley of new faces, each 
yearning for Renaldo’s high tales. The church slowly grew from its 
rickety four walls into the breathtaking feat of architecture that now 
stood. The golden pipe organ had become a symbol of Rio Medea’s 
growth from utter despair.

During this time of year, with Christmas still being weeks away, 
there wasn’t much for Renaldo to do. He spent the hours keeping the 
church tidy. With the church’s growth, atmosphere was now all the 
more important. As he completed the finishing touches on the organ, 
Renaldo could hear the footsteps of someone entering. He turned 
around to see a fair-skinned man, presumably in his late twenties, 
tall, at least six feet, and practically dwarfing the stout, pudgy 
physique Renaldo had acquired by his mid-sixties. The man peered 
straight into Renaldo’s eyes, as though examining his every feature, 
then began speaking in a soft-mannered voice.
“Are you the local priest?” he asked. While Renaldo had certainly 
heard that question many times before, the manner by which it was 
spoken was quite alien to him. This was not the question of an excited 
fan finally getting to meet his idol, but instead of a stranger trying to 
confirm a suspicion.

Surprised by the man’s directness, it took a moment for Renaldo 
to finally respond. “Why yes, I am. Hello, sir. My name is Father 
Renaldo, and I welcome you to this fine church.” The man remained 
silent, shifting his gaze across the room. After a moment, he nodded.
“I would like to speak confession,” the man continued, “if that is no 
trouble.”

“Oh it’s no trouble at all, young man.” Renaldo gave a warm 
smile. “In fact, I’ve just finished cleaning. Come this way.” It was 
normal for Renaldo to begin small-talking with whomever he took to 
confession. It was a simple, yet highly-effective way of establishing 
a calm environment right off the bat. Yet just as the priest was about 
to continue his conversation, he felt a cold chill run down his back. It 
was like a strange aura emitted from the mystery man. While slightly 
tense, Renaldo chose to ignore it and simply headed off to the booth 
silently.
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***
Inside the confession box, the man remained quiet for a time. 

“Whenever you’re ready, my son,” Renaldo said. Several more 
minutes passed before the priest could finally hear the man let out a 
sigh. It was light and breathy, like someone annoyed at the antics of 
another; in contrast with the usual heavy sigh that signified someone 
was about to let out their most intimate secrets.

“Forgive me, Father, for I have sinned,” the man began. “My 
name is Paul Rosetti. I had heard about you from some of my 
colleagues, and they said you were one of a kind. I figured there 
could be no other person more suitable to handling this than you.”
“I see,” Renaldo responded. “Good to meet you, Paul.” Renaldo 
would usually refer to people by their first name in order to create 
a sense of calmness and informality. In these walls, you were not 
another mister or miss. You were you.

Paul let out a second sigh. “I’m afraid I hurt someone. Someone I 
cared for deeply. If you’ll humor me, Father, I’d like to tell you a tale 
of my own.”

“Please, do.” Renaldo never passed up the chance to hear 
someone else’s stories.

“There was this girl I knew since childhood. She had sandy 
blonde hair and wherever she went there was always a faint smell 
of roses that followed. At times she was bossy, yet maintained an 
overall amicable tone, allowing her to gain plenty of other friends. 
Even as I grew older I never became attracted to her, instead seeing 
her simply as a friend through and through. Eventually we happened 
to land the same job; the usual office stuff, not really worth getting 
into details about. The point was that she was exceptional at her 
work, almost ruthless in the way she meticulously handled her 
clients. However, just as in childhood, she maintained a strong spirit, 
no matter what was going on. She was eventually promoted while 
I remained in the same spot.  .  . and I hated her for it. That’s why 
I’m here today, Father. I hated her with all my passion, this person 
whom I considered to be such a good friend, maybe even a sister. Yet 
no matter how I tried to rationalize it or deny it, that hatred crept up 
inside until it had consumed me. When I heard of your outstanding 
reputation, I knew that you were the only person in this country, 
perhaps even the whole world, who could fix a broken sinner like 
me.”
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As Paul concluded his story, Renaldo’s body started to tense ever 
so slightly. Each uttered word causing his hands to grip or his pupils 
to dilate. None of this was visible to the naked eye, especially given 
Renaldo’s usually calm exterior. What bothered Renaldo the most 
was that this was happening to him at all. Why? He had spoken to 
criminals in the past, violent ones at that, yet he always maintained 
the confidence that no one would harm a priest without reason. Yet 
Renaldo knew the reason. Each detail Paul had told him started 
feeling eerily similar, memories long since lost within the spirals 
of time and aging. The strange aura Renaldo had felt earlier began 
emitting from Paul again. In that moment, Renaldo felt like the prey 
who was about to be hunted and savaged by the beast. In spite of 
how he now felt, curiosity got the better of Renaldo. He had to ask.

“And what was this girl’s name, if I may be so bold?” The first 
words Renaldo had uttered since Paul had started speaking. From his 
small window into the other booth, Renaldo saw Paul turn directly 
towards him, once again peering into his eyes. It felt as if time had 
slowed.

“Her name was .  .  .Wendy Mercana .  .  . That name. A name 
Renaldo knew all too well.

Before Renaldo could even utter a word in response, Paul’s hand 
came straight out of the divider separating the two. He grabbed the 
priest’s arm and squeezed it, pieces of wood flinging around the 
booth.  “Father Renaldo, or rather Richard Pagelli, you are under 
suspicion for the murder of Wendy Mercana thirty-five years ago and 
now must seek judgment by the Order of the Nine Clerics.”

It had all happened so fast that Renaldo hadn’t the slightest 
chance to react. All he felt was Paul’s hand choking his arm to the 
point where he could tell his blood circulation was cutting off. 
“Nine Clerics?” was all Renaldo could say. He knew who were they 
were. Illuminati of sorts, said to consist of the nine greatest priests 
throughout the world. They were a legend that had been passed 
down through the generations. The men called upon their underlings, 
known as the Eighty-Eight Priests, to hunt down and slay those that 
had made a mockery of God and all that the Almighty stood for. That 
was just a tale, wasn’t it; a story to keep those aspiring priests up at 
night in order to become all the more devout? No, at this moment, 
Renaldo knew how real they truly were.

“Now, Father,” Paul said, ignoring Renaldo’s confused look, 
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“what happens next is entirely within your power. I am merely the 
messenger and you are the judge. I will ask two questions; just two. 
No more, no less.”

“A-and .  .  .Should I fail to a-answers these questions p-p-
properly?” Renaldo continued to stutter, barely able to speak as his 
voice quivered with fear.

“I will kill you where you stand.” There was not a moment’s 
hesitation in his response. This man was ready and willing to take 
the life of someone he did not know, and that terrified Renaldo most 
of all. “First question,” he began. Paul moved his right arm up to the 
divider, his hand flat and aimed straight at Renaldo’s neck. Given the 
strength, speed, and precision it took for Paul to break the divider in 
order to grab the priest’s arm, Renaldo was now fully aware that this 
dangerous man possessed abilities which exceeded human limitation. 
All it would take was a single strike to slice his jugular. This man was 
the knife and he was the tomato, simple as that. “Did you kill Wendy 
Mercana?”

Renaldo started panting, trembling, thinking of anything he 
could possibly do to get out the situation. “Please, let me ask one 
more question! I just need to make sure of something.” Paul remained 
silent, yet thankfully showed no sign he was going strike. He simply 
nodded in approval. “How would you know whether I was telling 
the truth or not? Maybe I am guilty, but I could also be covering up 
for someone else. A mere confession could send an innocent man to 
an untimely and unjust death, especially considering that I am under 
suspicion for murder, of all things!” It wasn’t like Renaldo hadn’t 
been threatened before. To repeat, criminals and delinquents were not 
a new thing in his service. Renaldo had prided himself in his ability 
to calm down dangerous people with his words alone. It had worked 
before, but something within the priest’s plump belly knew that his 
keen use of language would not save him this time.

“I have acute hearing,” Paul responded in a dry tone as though 
he were delivering a speech in a particularly boring class. “As long as 
I am within a certain range, I can hear the heartbeats of those around 
me. Over the years I have crafted my abilities and can identify even 
the faintest of lies based solely on the pounding of one’s heart. In 
short, there is not a damn word you can say in order to get out of this. 
Now, talk or die.”

This was it, wasn’t it? This was the moment in which Renaldo 
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would finally die. He had nightmares about this day ever since he 
had arrived in Rio Medea oh so many years ago. He even knew it 
would be in broad daylight during the meandering hours of the 
afternoon when the sun still shined high above. I’m sure I’ll be ready for 
it when it comes, he always said to himself. Only now, when he was so 
certain that this day, this boring Tuesday in November, would be his 
last on Earth, did he finally realize he was not, and never would be, 
ready.

Yet as soon as that thought reached his head, Renaldo started 
feeling lighter, his hands loosening, his breathing calming. Only in 
acceptance had Renaldo gained an awareness of his own mortality. 
This moment meant there was nothing holding him back, no more 
worries about the repercussions because he wouldn’t have to deal 
with them. He was free to do whatever he wanted in this final 
moment. Nevertheless, Renaldo knew that fighting Paul would not 
accomplish anything. It wasn’t because he knew he couldn’t win, 
rather because he knew that to go out with his fists in the air would 
stand against everything he believed in ever since he used those same 
fists to build his church. “If this be my last day,” he said calmly, “let 
me go out with no regrets.” And so he began.

“Wendy was not a good person, but she was damn good in 
business. She did whatever underhanded methods she could in order 
to make the deal go through. I may not have liked her, but dammit 
I respected her, even when she would abuse me with her damning 
words, making me feel like garbage underneath her feet. I took it 
because I knew that one day it would be worth it. I didn’t know how, 
but something told me it would. She came to my shack of a home one 
day in a drunken stupor, bragging about her latest victory against 
some underperforming company. At first I just ignored it like I did 
with all of her power fantasies, but then she started talking about 
all the lowly people who would be out of work. She had the gall to 
laugh knowing that their children might starve. I said something in 
response, not even sure what it was now. She looked me dead in the 
eye and said, ‘All I need to do is make one phone call and you’ll be 
right there with them.’ I don’t know what happened next. It doesn’t 
really matter now, does it? The rage had already set in. Maybe there 
were shouts and fists and scars too deep to see, but I’ll never know. 
By the time I knew what I done, she was already dead, her head 
smashed in like a pumpkin. There was no covering this up. Within 
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a few days, everyone would know. So I did what our ancestors did 
when they knew the fight was too great, I fled. I took what I had and 
ran as far as I could; past the city, the state, the country, until I was 
where I am now.”

“Second question,” Paul said without letting even a single second 
of silence pass. “If put into this situation again, would you do it?”

Renaldo chuckled, his breath stagnant with each cackle. “If 
it were her . . .if it were in that moment . . . Yes. No questions, no 
hesitation, not a single doubt in my mind. I would. And know that 
the world was now a better place. Because, Mr. Rosetti, it was through 
my actions back then that allowed me to be where I am today. I had 
been right all along. My life did become better, better than I could 
have hoped for. It WAS worth it.”

This time, Paul allowed the silence to set in. Renaldo breathed 
in and out, as the weight of such a confession finally lifted from his 
shoulders. The priest stared straight back at Paul, the fear in his eyes 
finally quenched. “Just do it,” Renaldo said. “DO IT!” The shout 
reverberated through the church.

“Richard Pagelli,” Paul responded, “you are found guilty for the 
murder of Wendy Mercana. Your judgment shall be swift.” He kept 
his right arm raised for several more seconds until finally setting 
it down. His left hand finally let go of Renaldo’s arm and moved 
back into Paul’s section of the booth “But not by these means.” Paul 
stepped out.

“What?” It was all Renaldo could say. After having just let out his 
greatest secret, after accepting his death once and for all, his would-
be killer decided to simply let him go? By the time Renaldo finally 
stopped wondering to himself and got out of the booth he could see 
Paul standing in the middle of the church; the dead center, in fact. 
He raised his right arm to shoulder level, his hand stretched out. His 
whole body began to glow in a white radiance.

“By the Order of the Nine Clerics,” Paul shouted as if belting out 
the highest note of his favorite hymn, “I bestow upon you Eternal 
Sanctuary!” Just then, a flashing light emanated all around the 
cathedral, the stained-glass windows creating a blinding rainbow; 
and for an instant, a mere splinter of time, all Renaldo could see was 
pure white. No explosion or rupture accompanied this moment in 
time, but rather pure silence, not a single breath escaping from his 
lungs. Then, just as fast it had come, the light disappeared and all 
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returned to the way it was. Renaldo spun around trying to figure 
what had just happened. Yet nothing had changed. Not a single thing 
broken or misarranged. Everything was the same.

“I will say this once and only once,” Paul said, his body no longer 
glowing. “I have spared you from execution. Neither I, nor anyone 
else within the Order, shall ever hunt you again. Instead, you shall 
remain here to the end of your days, now aware of the kindness, or 
perhaps pity, that we have shown you today.”

Renaldo couldn’t believe it. He had come clean and was 
rewarded with his life. “Thank you!” His voice truly elated for the 
first time in so many years. “I promise to cherish these moments you 
have given—”

“Do not misunderstand,” Paul interrupted. “I told you that you 
are to remain here for the rest of your days and I meant it. Here.  .  
.this church.”

Surprisingly enough, it only took Renaldo a second to understand 
what Paul was telling him. ‘Here’ was not referring to the desert town 
of Rio Medea. ‘Here’ was this church; this church and nothing more. 
To go out any further would mean his immediate execution, probably 
through whatever spell had been cast upon him. ‘Here’ was the rest 
of his life.

“As I walked through this town,” Paul explained. “I realized how 
important you had become to these people’s way of life. Yet you had 
no apprentice to carry your torch once your final day truly came. To 
kill you here and now would be to kill everything Rio Medea had 
created. I came with intent to spare you as long as you told the truth. 
My intentions appear to have been correct. Just like this town, your 
soul has grown far richer and more beautiful than it once was.”

Renaldo simply stood there, not sure whether to laugh or cry. 
There was nothing else to say. Whether he liked it or not, his destiny 
had just been laid out in front of him. He had already come this far in 
accepting the end, why bother worrying now? Still, one final question 
pursed his lips. “Those stories about your Wendy, were any of them 
true?”

“. . . No.” And with that, Paul Rosetti left the town of Rio Medea, 
never to return again.

***
The days passed on and Christmas time came. Renaldo stood 

inside his church, hearing the festivities of the holiday season; 
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carolers going door to door, a festival of lights decorating each and 
every building, and the churchgoers, new and old alike, waiting 
patiently for Christmas Day services.

As Renaldo prepared the final touches to his Christmas speech, a 
stray thought passed in his mind. All it would take was that one step. 
Just one step and then he would be free to walk about the town like 
he always did. One more step to greet his fellow man in celebration, 
comfort, and joy. One more step.  .  .to escape everything he had come 
to know. One step—that’s all it would take. Just one . . .more . .   
step . . . .
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Chad Eaton
The Truth of the Piece
The truth of the piece is in its sorrow.
It does not ask to be forgiven,
But it never wants to be forgotten.
The memories are what keep it breathing;
Keep it waiting with bated breath
For the time when redemption may come.
The truth of the sorrow is in its realism.
We may empathize, perhaps even sympathize,
And those who may not have previously understood
Can bask in the morning sun with the knowledge
That their ignorance has been lifted and their life begins anew.
Because the truth in all its forms is revealing:
Terrifying, tantalizing, heartwarming, breathtaking.
It is the reaction that brings about the truth’s meaning.
It is the meaning that gives the answer.
One day, when the physical ceases and we face the raven,
All that will remain at the end will be truth.
The absolute.
And no lie, no fabrication, no fiction can escape its embrace.
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Abigail Morgan Fesmire
Beneath the Red Flag
Unbearable heat. Screaming. The sound of gunfire. The enemy 

was closing in. The metallic smell of blood filled my nostrils, 
making my eyes water. And then . . .

With a jerk, I awoke, flailing my arms as I took huge steadying 
breaths. I sat up, blinking hard to get the tears out of my eyes. 
Rubbing my eyes, I tried to forget the stench of fresh blood and the 
sound of the dying. As I looked around, my heart began to race again 
as I realized that I had no clue where I was. I was sitting on a cot in a 
bare white-washed room. There was a second cot along the far wall. 
Besides that, the only other pieces of furniture in the bare bedroom 
were two falling-apart nightstands and two battered desks. 

Cautiously standing up, I quietly made my way over to the only 
window in the room. My heart pounded like a war drum in my ears I 
silently tried to open the old window. It didn’t budge. Kneeling down 
to get a better look, my blood ran cold as I saw what lay beyond 
the window. Steel bars lined my window, blocking the view of an 
old courtyard covered in snow. A tall iron fence extended along the 
perimeter of the property as far as I could see. A solitary flag flew 
from a weather-worn pole in the center of the courtyard. Pushing my 
face against the glass, I looked up, trying desperately to make out the 
flag flapping in the winter wind.

It was the Nazi Swastika. 
I cursed under my breath, feeling panic threaten to consume 

me. Frantically, I tried to remember what had happened. I could 
remember enlisting and flying over to France. I remembered invading 
Normandy and watching my comrades fall at the hands of those 
bloody Germans. But where was I now?

The forest. Hürtgen Forest. We were fighting. The Germans were 
swarming everywhere. I heard my commanding officer yell at us to 
retreat. I turned around and then—

I closed my arms and took a deep breath, willing myself to 
remember. Pain. My right shoulder. Gently, I reached my left hand 
up to touch it and jerked it back, wincing and cursing. Yep. I had been 
shot. Gritting my teeth, I once more tried to inspect my shoulder. To 
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my surprise, someone had bandaged it and had done a pretty decent 
job of it to. 

So where the heck was I?
I sank down onto the rancid cot as realization swept over me. I 

had been captured by the Germans. And judging by the room and 
by my bandaged shoulder, one of two things was going on here: 
either they misjudged my tattered uniform and thought I was a 
high-ranking official (which I wasn’t), or they wanted to use me for 
experiments. Either situation was not good.

At that moment, someone knocked on a door in the corner of 
the room and a young woman appeared in starched white nurse’s 
uniform.

So it seemed that I was a lab rat.
“Mr. Throckmorton?” She asked with an irritating plastic smile 

and her German accent.
Great. So they already knew my name. I didn’t respond. I wasn’t 

going to play her game.
“Not talking today are we? Well, that’s all right. You don’t have 

to talk if you don’t want to.”
I glared at her, watching her every movement carefully.
“All right then, Mr. Throckmorton, it’s time for your medications. 

Come on!” She motioned for me to follow her out of the room. 
I contemplated not following her, but I knew if I didn’t, she 

would just bring more soldiers to bring me along anyway. At least, 
right now, I could still overpower her if needed to. She was not a 
large girl; she can’t have been much older than eighteen. Perhaps, just 
perhaps, if I saw an opening, there was just a chance, a slim one, that 
I could escape. 

Slowly, I stood and walked purposefully out of the room and 
into a dimly lit corridor. As we walked, I began to count. One, two, 
three, four windows—all barred with thick steel rods. I wasn’t going 
to be able to get out that way. I noticed ten wooden doors, each one 
identical to the one I had just left. So, anywhere from about ten to 
twenty prisoners on this unit, I guessed. Poor souls.

At the end of the drab hallway, my prison seemed to open up 
and I could see a small dining area and a room with a television 
and several couches in it. My heart sank as I saw that not only were 
there POWs here but also women and people old enough to be my 
grandparents. One woman with short dark hair and long ugly scars 
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criss-crossed across her face glanced up at me as I passed but quickly 
dropped her gaze as the German girl looked over. 

“All right, Mr. Throckmorton, I have your medication right here.” 
The girl extended her hand to me, a small plastic cup with half-a-
dozen brightly colored pills gleaming ominously up at me.

“No.”
The girl sighed. “Mr. Throckmorton, are you really going to go 

through this again?”
Again? How long had I been here?
She rubbed her face in apparent frustration. “I’ve told you—you 

need these medications. Now, please take them.”
I was bristling now. Did she really think me that stupid? “No!” I 

said a little more firmly. 
“Mr. Throckmorton, please don’t make me have to get a shot.”
Looking back, I wasn’t very smart. But I was tired. I was hurting. 

And I sure as heck wasn’t going to go down without a fight. “You 
can keep your poison, you Nazi trash!” I yelled (OK, it wasn’t quite 
that polite, if I’m being honest) and proceeded to make a very rude 
gesture. 

She sighed once more. She seemed to be quite good at that. Then, 
she picked up the phone. In a rush of adrenaline, I rammed my good 
shoulder into her, causing her to stumble back. Spinning around, I 
ran towards a door I had noticed earlier—a glass door, through which 
I could see a small garden and an old stone path. If I was going to die, 
I might as well be shot trying to escape than be slowly poisoned here. 

“I need help in here! Now!” I could hear the German girl barking 
into the phone behind me. By now, I had reached my door to 
freedom only to discover that it was locked. Of course, it was locked. 
Frantically, I spun my head around, looking for something—anything 
that I could use to shatter the door. 

At that instant, I felt strong arms grabbing me from behind, a 
sharp stick in my neck, and a voice. “Shh, Mr. Harry. You’ll feel better 
after a nap,” a sweet voice cooed in my ear.

I knew that voice. My head seemed suddenly to be filled with 
thick cotton. How did I know that voice? Sluggishly, I turned my 
head so I was looking into a large pair of blue eyes.

“Elsie?”
***

When I awoke, I had such a headache I thought I must have been 
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playing cards with the boys last night. As I groaned and pulled the 
pillow back over my head, I noticed the sound of harsh snoring. Now, 
I was used to snoring. Believe me. The men in my company could 
best a freight train. But this snoring, I didn’t recognize. And after you 
spend months with the same scraggly group of guys, you know what 
they sound like. 

Carefully, I shifted my position ever so slightly, so I could peer 
from out beyond the creases of the gray stained pillow. My heart 
began to pound as I saw that same bare room I had awoken to earlier. 
This time, another man was lying on the other bed in the room, 
apparently asleep by the sound of his obnoxious snoring. As quietly 
as possible, I slipped out of the bed and slipped to the door that led to 
the hallway.

I knew I had to get out of here. At least, I had to try. 
As I crept down the hallway, I didn’t see any guards or nursing 

personnel. I actually didn’t see anyone. Perhaps everyone was asleep. 
Maybe those Nazi swine drugged everyone in the lab like they did 
me. 
Or maybe, they had taken everyone to the gas chambers.

I quickly pushed that thought out of my mind. Thinking that 
would only make my hands sweat and tremble slightly. Neither of 
which would help me get out of here.

Something was bothering me though. Something I couldn’t quite 
remember. It had been important . . . .

I tried to ignore it, but still, something was wrong. My brain kept 
trying to warn my heart, but my heart didn’t want to heed it—I was 
too in love with an illusion. 

As I reached the end of the hallway, I saw that I was not alone. 
The German girl who had tried to “medicate” me earlier was sitting 
in the dining area eating a sandwich. She surveyed me carefully. 
“Hello, Mr. Throckmorton! Are you feeling better now?” 

Her German honey-coated words made the knots tighten in 
my stomach. Looking to my right, I saw the woman with the scars I 
noticed earlier sitting alone in the room with the television. Ignoring 
my captor, I silently walked over and took a seat next to the woman 
on the couch. Out of the corner of my eye, I watched the German girl 
finish eating and disappear into one of the other rooms. “How long 
have you been here?” I asked finally, looking over at the woman 
beside me. 
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She let out a harsh, raspy laugh. “Too long.” I suddenly noticed 
the dark rings beneath her eyes and the lines that had prematurely 
aged her.

“What did you do to get captured?”
She was silent for a long moment. “I was a nurse. I helped the 

wrong people.” Her American accent told me the rest. Although 
my commanding officer told me that women were forbidden from 
the front lines and that everything possible was done to keep them 
away from danger, rumors still flew of women who were captured. 
Everyone knew that we wouldn’t be able to save them—they would 
all be killed before we even got close. 

Resolve washed over me. “I’m going to get us out of here.”
“And do what?” She spat. “Get caught? Drag us all even faster to 

the gas chambers?” Her voice broke and she buried her head in her 
hands. 

I wasn’t sure what to say. I couldn’t exactly tell her that I had no 
idea what I was going to do. I had no idea how to save us. Heck, I 
didn’t even know exactly where we were, other than the fact that we 
were behind enemy lines. I was trapped. Stuck. 
I was the rat in the trap.

In our training, of course, we had been told what to do in such 
a case. But none of us had ever really expected it. Not really. We all 
knew we would rather die than be captured. 

But here I was, sitting in a Nazi science lab, waiting to be 
dissected. And I still had to give an answer to this woman. The truth 
was I couldn’t promise her anything. I couldn’t keep us from being 
tortured, or experimented on, or taken to the gas chambers. 

The sound of a door opening saved me from having to answer. 
Glancing up, I saw two young women walking down the hall 
towards us. One of them was the German girl I had already interacted 
with. The other one—

“Elsie?” I whispered. She glanced my way and our eyes met. Her 
face drained of color and her smile fell. She said something to the 
other girl softly. 

I didn’t really care what she said. What I did care about is the fact 
that my wife was walking down a corridor in a Nazi hospital, dressed 
in the same garb as the other German nurse. 

I closed my eyes and shook my head. It must have been the drugs 
they gave me. 

Abigail Morgan Fesmire
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There was no way my Elsie was here. 
There was no possibility that my wife was a Nazi sympathizer. 
Slowly, I opened my eyes again and I felt my heart sink to the 

ground. 
It was she. 
Even I couldn’t deny it. 
Once more, she glanced my way, her blue eyes quickly lowering 

to the ground as they met mine. She was ashamed. Or afraid. She 
stood there, resolutely ignoring me as she twisted the end of her long 
honey-blond ponytail around her fingers like she always did when 
she was worried about something.

I stood up, my legs trembling. My shock turned to anger, 
threatening to consume me in the inferno of wasted love and betrayal. 

“Elsie!” I yelled, walking purposefully across the room to where 
she stood. 

As she looked into my face this time, the fear was unmistakable. 
In the midst of my heartbreak, I felt a twinge of satisfaction as I saw 
her take a step back. 

She took a deep breath. “Mr. Harry, I—”
“You’re what, Elsie? Not a German sympathizer?” I spat, stepping 

closer to her. 
“Mr. Throckmorton!” The other woman exclaimed sharply. “We 

will tranquilize you again if we must.”
“Sure, just drug me up.” My voice sounded harsh and hollow in 

my ears. I didn’t care so long as it was louder than the sound of all 
my dreams shattering. “That’s what you’ve been doing this whole 
time, isn’t it, Elsie? Feeding me lies and whatever else I wanted to 
hear, so you could get what you needed to send to your German 
friends?” I couldn’t believe I had been so stupid. They warned us of 
German spies and Nazi sympathizers. But why did it have to be my 
wife? Why did she have to be the one? Suddenly, I realized exactly 
why I had been sent for medical experiments instead of straight to the 
firing squad.

“Mr. Harry,” she tried again, “I am not—”
“A traitor?”
“—Your wife!” She practically yelled over the sound of my own 

voice.
I just stared at her. What on earth did she mean by that? Of 

course, she was my wife. At least, last I checked. “Did you get 
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our marriage license annulled or something?” I finally asked, 
incredulously. “Because I’m pretty sure you tricked me into giving 
you my last name on September 19, 1939.”

Elsie turned to her companion. “Can you reach her on the 
phone?”

“Already done,” the girl replied, carefully watching me for any 
sign of violence. “She’s on her way. I told her he was having a rough 
day today.” She paused for a moment. “Do you want me to call for 
backup?”

Elsie frowned and turned back to me. “Mr. Harry, I know this is 
confusing.”

“Like heck it is!”
“But if you don’t calm down, we will be forced to restrain you 

and/or sedate you, neither of which we really want to do.” Something 
about her voice made me stop and listen a little closer to what she 
had to say. “So here is my proposition: someone is on her way over 
here, and she will be able to debrief you on the whole situation. If you 
can sit quietly on those couches over there until she gets here in about 
ten minutes, we won’t do anything to you. And . . .,” she held up her 
hand to stop me from interrupting her, “if this woman doesn’t answer 
all of your questions, then you can say whatever you want to me and 
I won’t stop you.” 

She stared up at me with her beautiful eyes the color of the sky 
as the sun finally dips beneath the horizon. I used to know her. I 
thought I knew her. I could tell when she was having a good day. I 
knew when she wasn’t being truthful to me. I always knew when her 
mother had called her or when her older brother had gotten into more 
trouble with the police. 

Had that all been a lie?
Had our life been a lie?
Without really thinking about it, I gave her a sharp nod and 

marched back to the couch, my mind racing. 
Great. 
What was I doing? I was giving her another opportunity. Why 

should I do that? Could I not face the fact that I had been duped by a 
pretty face who told me that I made her world turn each day? I told 
myself I was waiting because I wanted to hear this person out who 
was coming to see me. The reality was I honestly couldn’t face it. Of 
all people, why did it have to be my wife?
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“Oh, Harry!”
My head shot up. An elderly woman had just entered into the 

room from the glass door. Standing slowly up, I could hear my 
ragged breath as I looked closely at the woman who was in front of 
me. She had to be in her nineties. But she was staring at me with such 
love, admiration, and . . .pity. 

Who was this?
The woman hobbled a little closer and reached out to touch my 

face. I flinched but I allowed her to gently stroke cheek. “Oh Harry,” 
she whispered, “don’t you remember me?”

Staring into her blue-grey eyes, I suddenly realized that I did 
know her. I slowly looked down at my hands and saw for the first 
time all of the wrinkles plaguing them. I looked down at my clothes, 
and I saw my military uniform fade into pajamas. Had I always been 
wearing pajamas? I cautiously touched my shoulder and somehow 
the bandages I could have sworn were there had vanished, leaving 
only a hard knot from where I had suffered a gunshot wound so 
many years ago. 

Looking back into her eyes, I smiled at my wife of seventy years, 
and she smiled back, tears in her eyes, as I pulled her into a tender 
embrace.

We spent the afternoon together, reminiscing, laughing together 
at old re-runs of our favorite television shows, dancing to the old 
recordings one of the aides at the nursing home was able to find. 
All too soon, she made a movement to leave. “Don’t,” I whispered, 
drawing her a little closer to my side.” She sighed and I could feel 
her reluctance in every fiber of her body. “With you, I can think. I feel 
sane.”

She turned to look at me. “I have to, Harry. You know I have to.”
I knew that, but I meant what I said. 
With a heavy heart, I watched as she slowly stood up and made 

her way over to speak to the two aides who helped to take care of me. 
I caught snippets of their conversation.

“Don’t worry—”
“—Not your fault.”
“I feel so guilty that—”
“We don’t know why he is so fixated on Beth, but—”
“—Just a bad day. That’s Alzheimer’s for you.”
“We’ll call you.”
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As I watched her carefully exit the building, I felt a strange 
sensation that I was losing something very important. I suddenly 
looked around. 

Where on earth was I?
A woman was sitting opposite from me. She looked up at me, 

a strange glint in her dull eyes. “They’re going to kill us all,” she 
whispered, staring around with wide eyes. 

“We’re just waiting for the funeral.”
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Abigail Morgan Fesmire
Hold Your Breath
“Sire? I don’t think this is a good idea.”

The king seemed not to hear the protests of his nervous 
squire. His attention was focused on the sallow marsh that lay beyond 
them, stretching as far as he could see. The marsh reminded him of 
the suffocating stillness of a graveyard, whispers of the dead rustling 
through the tall cattails. 

“Hold your breath.”

The king looked around sharply, his eyes flashing as he heard the 
whisper of a young girl’s laughter on the wind. “You know as well as 
I do that going around is not an option—it will take us too long.”

“But sire—” the squire protested, nervously stroking the silver 
mare upon which he rode, “—there are rumors of this place. Deadly 
rumors.”

“Are you coming?” A pair of playful hazel eyes met his, tempting him to 
draw closer, to slip beneath the murky waters.

“They say” the squire continued, drawing his cloak closer around 
his shoulders, “that the Merrow who live here did not always hate 
humans.”

“Are you a human?” a voice asked him, startling him from his reverie. 
“I’ve never seen one before.” Spinning around, the young prince saw a girl 
about his own age with long, brown, curly hair as wild as a horse’s mane, 
peering at him from the murky waters of the marsh. 

“The tale goes that there was a man who wandered into the 
marsh—by mistake or with intention is not certain. They say he met a 
Merrow maiden there.”

“Of course I am!” the prince answered, kneeling down beside the murky 
waters to get a better look at the fierce-looking girl. “Aren’t you?”

“No, silly! I am a Merrow—well, Merrow Grixalt to be exact.”
“But what exactly is that?” he asked, looking at her in new-found 

wonder.
The girl laughed. It was a deep, rich sound that reminded him of the 

peels of the bells in the castle’s belfry. “I suppose we are rather like humans, 
just a little different. I believe in your mythology we are similar to nymphs.”
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“Apparently, the man and the maiden became fast friends and he 
visited her often.”

“Darin, it’s been ages!” she squealed excitedly, racing to meet him, her 
thick tresses of dark hair streaming behind her in the cool damp breeze. “I 
began to fear you wouldn’t come back!”

“Of course I would come back!” the prince chuckled, swinging the girl 
up into his arms. “You know I always do.”

“They say that he was the only one to have been allowed to see 
the home of the Merrow Grixalt. I’ve heard it was a truly magnificent 
castle, sitting at the bottom of a secret lake hidden somewhere here 
in the marsh,” the squire said, his voice trailing off as the prince and 
servant began to walk their steeds across the treacherous bog. 

“It was,” the king whispered softly.
“What was that, your majesty? I didn’t quite hear you.”
The king made no answer.

“Do you want to see it?”
“What?” the prince asked, chuckling as he splashed her with some of the 

swamp water.
She shook her head, spraying droplets of murky water over the prince’s 

regalia. Her hazel eyes burned deep into his soul as she asked him again, 
a serious expression upon her face. “Do you want to see it? Cymru? My 
home?”

The prince’s eyes widened as he realized she was offering him something 
that no man had ever before seen: a chance to see the world of the Merrow 
Grixalt. “Now why would you offer me—a human!—something like that?” 
he asked her with a wry smile.

A blush spread across her face. “I just want you to see my home. I want 
you to better understand me and my people.”

The wheels began to turn in the prince’s mind. This could be his chance. 
Slowly, he nodded.

A huge smile spread across her face, her bright eyes sparkling in the 
light of the setting sun. Grabbing his hand tightly, she giggled. “Hold your 
breath.”

Shrugging to himself, the squire continued. “Apparently, she fell 
in love with him.”

“Darin.”
“What?” the prince asked, a slight edge of irritation audible in his voice. 
“Come here.”
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“Why?” the prince sighed. He was growing tired of her childish antics.
The girl giggled, her bright eyes barely visible behind the tall swamp 

grass. “Just come over here, silly!”
With a groan, the prince rolled off his back and strolled over to where she 

was hiding among the murky water. “Alright, so what’s—”
In an instant, she had grabbed him around the neck and drew him into 

the dark water. Panic threatened to overwhelm him until he felt firm, warm 
lips press passionately against his own . . . .

“Maybe he loved her too. Who knows? But regardless, he 
convinced her to come away with him to his country.”

“Me? Run away with you?” she repeated, looking shocked.
thick unruly hair. “You showed me your world. Let me show you mine.”
She bit her lip, staring down at her long pale fingers. “But what about 

my parents? My people?”
He let out a deep, low chuckle. “You make it sound like I was stealing 

you away forever! I’ll just show you my castle and then I’ll bring you home 
again. Although, I wouldn’t mind keeping you forever.”

She blushed so fiercely Darin couldn’t help but laugh outright. 

“Apparently, once they got there, the man presented her to the 
king—the first Merrow Grixalt to ever be captured by a human. The 
king ordered that she be placed in the dungeon until he could decide 
how to proceed.”

“Father—”
“Good job, Darin! For once in your life, you have actually managed 

to do something worthwhile!” he clapped his son’s shoulder, beaming as 
broadly as if someone had just handed him the moon. “With one of their own 
in our irons, the Merrow Grixalt will be more willing to negotiate with us 
concerning those gemstones of ours they stole from the plains. Thanks to 
you, all of our problems may be solved.”

“But Father, did you have to imprison her?” the prince asked slowly, the 
girl’s cries of desperation as the guards had dragged her to the dungeons still 
burning in his ears. “She is an innocent—she has done nothing wrong.” 

“Nonsense!” his father chuckled. “That minx’s Merrow magic has 
befuddled you. You may sleep well tonight, my son, knowing that you have 
done our kingdom a great service. You’ll see—your mind will be clearer in 
the morning.”

“Perhaps,” the prince muttered, not meeting his father’s eyes.
“I knew there was a reason I made you the crown prince as opposed to 

your twin brother. You have made me proud.” His father patted him firmly 
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on the back. “You will be a strong king and leader of the people of Naphtom.”

“When the king’s guards went to check on their prisoner in the 
morning, they were horrified to find her dead body lying on the 
cold floor, her hand outstretched through the iron bars of her cell. 
Apparently, Merrow can’t survive without water for long periods, 
much like humans cannot survive without air for very long. Whether 
the king and her supposed lover knew this is uncertain. Perhaps 
it was an accident. But more than likely, it was torture that wasn’t 
supposed to go quite as far as it did.”

“They didn’t know,” the young king said sharply, urging his 
steed a little faster across the moor. “It was an accident.”

The squire said nothing for a long moment, staring with new 
horror at the master he had so adored. “It was you,” he said slowly. 
“You convinced her to come with you.”

“I didn’t know that my father would lock her up,” the king said 
quietly. “I just wanted to show her my home as she showed me hers. 
Does it matter that my bringing her to my father also helped to secure 
my position as crown prince?”

“Is-is the rest of it true?” the squire asked hesitantly. “That she 
was the daughter of their prophetess? Their leader?”

The king said nothing and merely continued to make his way 
through the boggy swamp.

“And that, in return for what happened to their princess, the 
Merrow Grixalt have sworn a vow against all humans? That” he 
shuddered, “they will drown any human they find? Depriving them 
of air like the late king accidentally deprived the princess of water?”

“Darin. Help me. Please. Darin, please. I love you. Don’t let them do 
this. Darin!”

“Sire!” the squire yelled suddenly from behind the king, terror 
ringing clear in his young voice.

The king spun around only to see long, pale hands clutching at 
the squires legs, pulling him steadily down, down, down towards the 
black waters below. At that moment, he felt the long, spindly fingers 
on his own legs, with a grip tighter than the chains of his darkest 
dungeons. 

“Let it be known to all—you killed our light. We shall repay in kind. 
You murdered our princess. In return, we shall slay every man, woman, and 
child that should happen across our lands. You have been warned. This is my 
last prophecy to the race of men. Heed it well, slayers of all that is good!”
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“Oh, King Darin,” a soft voice hissed from beneath the murky 
waters. “Did you really think we would forget the debt you owe to us 
and to the memory of the girl who loved you in vain?”

“I began to fear you wouldn’t come back!”
“Of course I would come back! You know I always do.”

The king glanced back over towards the squire, now all but his 
head submerged in the dark bog. Meeting his gaze for the last time, 
the king gave a wry smile.

“Hold your breath.”

Abigail Morgan Fesmire
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ImaginationCase Galbraith
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Blake Goldsmith
To Be a Master
For twenty years we’ve fought and trained, 
Every challenge faced, every test complete.
Thru seven regions wondrous and strange,
We journeyed thru to defeat the elite.

We started with a choice to make,
A strange new power in our hand.
With fire red, water blue, or leaf green
 By our side, we would make our stand.

With strength we fought champions,
With skill we conquered frontiers,
With the power of our bonds.
Even Legends acknowledge us.
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Emilly Gomez
Hitchhiker
As I walked into the convenience store, the smell of fried burritos 

stuck to my clothes as I went up to the cashier. “Are y’all hiring?”
“Do we have a sign outside our store saying we’re hiring?” the 

pudgy lady asked, smacking her gum.
“I suppose not, Ma’am, but it doesn’t hurt to ask; I could really 

use a job right now.” 
“Well, we’re not, so if you could move along I have customers 

waiting,” she said, still smacking on that gum. 
I walked sluggishly back to my old Dodge pickup truck that was 

handed down from my father. I looked into the clear sky and thought, 
why can’t I do anything right? I started the truck and popped open 
another beer from a case that I had been drinking most of the day. 
I’d lost my job and my wife left me. What do I have to live for? Heck, 
jail might be better, I thought. At least I will get fed. I thought about my 
wife storming out the door yelling how pathetic I was and that I was 
a drunk. I peeled out of the store leaving a cloud of dust. “Nothing in 
the stupid town anyway,” I said aloud to nobody, pressing my foot 
down on the accelerator. 

I drove around in a stupor until I ended up at my mother’s house. 
She came out in her white gown, screaming, “Are you crazy, mijo? 
You’re going to get in trouble or hurt someone!” 

“This is all your fault,” I yelled, getting out of my truck. “You 
raised us in this shitty town. Now I’m stuck here just like you. Are 
you happy, Mom?” I shouted? “Dad left you and Samantha left me. I 
guess we’re the same.” 

She looked at me with angry and heartbroken eyes. “You 
ungrateful son of bitch! I worked three jobs just to raise you and your 
brother. I did whatever it took for you and him to have food on the 
table. 

“You always favored him more; I know you’re always so proud of 
Jesus.”

“I love both you and your brother equally. That will never 
change, Mijo.”

“Whatever! I don’t know why you to keep pretending. I know 
how much I’m a disappointment to you and how proud you are of 
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what he has become,” I said rudely. 
She was going to reply but stopped herself and started at me.
“Whatever!” I said again and stomped to my truck. I was off 

to get another pack of beer with the last five dollars I had. As I was 
driving, my head was starting to hurt as I looked into the sky at the 
rain clouds that were forming. Light rain drops fell as I hurried to 
make my way to the store before it closed for the day. Suddenly, I 
saw a black blur and realized it was a hitchhiker. For some reason 
I pulled over the side of the road and asked the man if he needed a 
ride. The man got in not saying a word with his head down. He wore 
a black trench coat and a fedora hat that covered a head of dark hair. 

“Where are you needing a ride to? I can’t go too far. I don’t have 
much gas.”

 The hitchhiker just kept quiet until I got worried. “I know you 
are going through tough times right now,” he said not looking at me. 

I looked him in puzzlement and replied, “Yeah, I guess I am.”
“Sell me your mother’s soul, and you will have everything you 

have ever wanted in life: your wife back and all the money you could 
ever dream of.” 

In that instant, I remembered all the late nights she would come 
home from her jobs smiling when she saw me and Jesus. Or when 
my mom would tickle me and Jesus so much I couldn’t stop laughing 
or how she would borrow money just for us to have some Christmas 
presents under the tree. “No, I would never do that,” I said in a stern 
voice. 

“Are you sure about that, young man, because I see that you have 
no job, and you’re tired of living like this. Don’t you want more?”

“You need to get out of my truck right now,” I said stamping on 
the breaks. The man began laughing, so I turned towards him and 
threw a punch only to find that my hand went straight through his 
body. Only then did I realize the man had eyes the color of red rubies. 
He kept laughing a deep and rough laugh, as I took off towards to the 
only place I could think of. I drove as fast as I could almost driving 
into a ditch until I finally made it.

Jumping out of the truck not looking back I ran full speed into my 
mother’s house. 

“What’s wrong, son? Is everything okay?” she said in a worried 
voice. 

“No, there’s a man in my truck asking me to sell him your soul,” I 
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said trembling.  
“El diablo!” she gasped in Spanish, then looked at me with a 

worried face. 
“Don’t worry. I would never do that. He just wouldn’t stop 

laughing or leave my truck. I didn’t know where to go or what to do.”
“I know,” she said with a sigh and walked to the truck to see for 

herself.  When she came back, she said, “Honey, there’s no one in 
there. I think maybe you just need to lie down for a bit.” 

I ran to my truck, and it was empty just as she said. “The man 
was there. I’m not lying. I know what I saw,” I told her. 

“Okay, mijo, get some sleep. You look terrible,” she said. 
Still in shock, I agreed and lay down on the couch. As I was lying 

down, I realized how much I must have hurt my mother with all 
the inconsiderate stuff I had said to her. My stomach turned as I felt 
horrible guilt wash over me. The rain that was falling outside. After 
all I had said, here I was on her couch as she was probably making 
me a glass of warm tea. As I lay on the couch, my eyes grew heavy. 
As I drifted off to sleep, I heard the faintest laugh of a hitchhiker. 

Emilly Gomez
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Teejay Handley
The Secrets They Held
In a land far away was a majestic mountain. Behind that majestic 

mountain was a thick and dark forest, and in the middle of that 
forbidden forest was a crystal clear pond. Well, usually it was clear. 
Today, it had an orange smear along the edge. The smear was a 
reflection of a cat. An orange cat with black and white markings 
along his spine. Tex, a tom cat, about the age of a young adult looked 
into the water with a blank face, lost within his own thoughts. 
Occasionally one could hear his heavy sigh, as though he held a 
burden upon his shoulders. 

Behind him, a pitter patter of another tom named Bo approached. 
A larger black tom with fur ruffled and limping in pain. He walked to 
the orange tom’s side and looked into the water with him. He looked 
at the cat through the water. “Thank you,” he said.

The orange cat shrugged and shook his head. The black tom 
took a deep breath, clearing his rasped voice a bit. “Look, Tex, I’m 
not going to sit here and say I know what you went through. Truth 
is, there is no other cat who had been through what you’ve been 
through. In fact—”

“Jus’ shut up.” Tex replied, his voice neutral with a hint of 
frustration. He looked back at the black cat through the water. “Bo, 
you ain’t gonna remotely act like a savior. You don’ get to. After the 
bull’s manure y’all did to me … Screw you.”

“Tex, we did what we thought was right.” The black cat tried to 
reason with the younger one. 

The flamed feline chuckled, “Oh yeah, ‘cause torturin’ a kit, 
makin’ his spine bleed to the point the scars are forever, that was 
right.”

“Well. . .,” Bo tried again, but to no avail. 
“Why do y’all think I left, Bo? Tex asked. You, Pa, and Ma were 

all about that golden cross on a black book. Yet, look back at how y’all 
treated me.”

Bo turned from the reflection to the actual cat. “I’m sorry.” 
“You’re sorry?” Tex replied and looked up at Bo. He lifted his 

right forepaw, covered in a dried red. “Sorry ain’t gonna fix this, bro. 
Or Preacher. Whatever da hell you go by these days.”

The black tom sighed, recalling the events of only twenty-two 
hours ago. He and his parents made a terrible deal with a local gang. 
To save themselves, the parents were ordered to kill Tex, but Tex was 
a fighter and defended himself. He sighed, just thankful that Tex was 
able to fake Bo’s death with a large cut.
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Bo said, “Tex, Pa tried telling you, before he . . . um . . . .”
“Died, tail turner.” Tex glared at the older sibling, also insulting 

Bo’s mating situation. “He’s dead. Margret’s dead. And guess who 
killed them? Me. I did it. ‘Cause they were too stupid to find another 
answer to a problem.” 

“Tex, enough,” Bo tried being stern. “You did what you had to, 
nobody blames you.”

“Oh . . . fudge off.” The flamed turned and walked away. 
Bo followed, “Tex, come on.”
The orange tom continued walking, not caring that his brother 

followed. “Tex, he said, we’re not full blooded!”
That got Tex to stop. The orange tom turned to the black. “What 

the hell you talkin’ ‘bout?”
“We’re not full blood brothers.” Preacher took a deep breath 

trying to catch himself. “Your mother, your real mother, was mine’s 
sister. I don’t know the proper phrasing. But she came to us on a 
storming night, covered in blood and was in the middle of giving 
birth. She was doing fine, but then—”

“I was born,” Tex finished for him, to which Bo nodded. Tex took 
a deep breath and nodded. “Ya know, that explains a lot.”

“Ma thought you were the reason she died. She left you outside 
so she and Pa could raise your siblings. But, the Walkers cub—”

“Hannah, Bo. That ‘lil girl’s name was Hannah. She raised me for 
six months, and what happened to my siblings?”

“They weren’t strong enough. We didn’t think you were either. 
We were wrong. Tex, I’m sorry.”

“You’re right.” Tex turned and faced Bo. “There’s no other cat 
who could possibly have been through what I have. Traveled at a 
year old. Been beaten to near death. Starvin’. Dehydration. And yet, 
I survived. Make no doubts ‘bout it, I’m gonna whoop that cat’s tail 
so hard, he’s gonna wish I buried him into the ground. But before I 
leave, what was her name?”

“I don’t know,” Bo admitted and walked closer to his family 
member, so they could walk into the darkness. “I was about nine 
moons old at the time. Ma always said it was something to do with 
the sun.”

“Solar?” Tex asked, his ears curious. Bo looked back in shock. 
“Yeah. How do you know that?”

“It’s a long story, br . . . cousin.” Tex answered as Bo chuckled 
and put his tail comfortingly on the smaller cat’s shoulders. “Still 
your brother, Tex.”

“Don’t make it gay, Bo.” 
“Don’t be a butt.”
“Negro.”
“Pequeño.” The two chuckled and laughed into the darkness.

Teejay Handley
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Michael Allan Helbert
Cinquain Poem
flower
fragile design
enhancing, delighting
magnificent display of grace
daughter
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Michael Allen Helbert
The House on Maple Street
It was a beautiful house, with a myriad of windows where natural 

light found its way in to illuminate the interior, just as if it were 
sitting immensely close to the sun.  The front entry way had a large 
arch honoring the entrance and cascading stairs which expanded as 
they ascended to the red fescue covering the front yard.  Even the 
door was unforgettable; it was made of red oak that looked glorious 
because the fine stain and varnish job that had been administered to 
it.  C.J. had even made sure to mark our heights every January 1st on 
the inside of the door so we could be reminded about how much we 
had grown each year.

Did I mention the chimney?  The chimney was magnificent, 
although more so on the inside than outside of the home.  It was a 
masonry chimney, created out of deep maroon-colored bricks, and 
the fireplace was so large I would often hide in it when we played 
hide-and-seek.  It towered above our three-story home with pride and 
pointed directly towards Sirius, which is the second brightest star, as 
seen from earth in the Canis Major constellation.  I don’t know why 
we had it pointed there, because it was a boring place to be, but the 
chimney was absolutely grand.

Out in front of our home was my favorite old Ford; it was a 
1945 model to be exact, and the maroon paint matched the color of 
that brick I liked so much.  I got to ride in it when C.J. decided to 
take us around town.  The only thing I didn’t like was that tobacco 
smell which just wouldn’t leave since Jesse had spilled C.J.’s small 
tin of Prince Albert Crimp Cut Long Burning Pipe and Cigarette 
Tobacco.  And on another note, who the heck names a horrid smelling 
substance with such a long name anyways? Seems like a waste of 
words to me for something that could smell so disgusting.

Next, one of the things I liked most of all, was the name of the 
street where we parked our house.  It was right on the intersection 
of Engineer Road and Newton Drive.  I felt those names were very 
befitting for our home.  I also think that’s why C.J. built it here back 
in the 26th year of this century, but he won’t admit to it.  He just says 
it was because this area was a good testing ground to continue Mr. 
Goddard’s work.  However, Jesse told me it was because the soil 
was real stable here, and that made it easier to build the 559.1 meters 
cubed capacity cylinders we needed.

Well, before I bore you, let me introduce myself. My name is 
Mike.  And additionally, before anything else gets said, let me be 
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sure to clarify, “It wasn’t my fault!” I said this from the moment it 
happened because it’s the truth, but guess what? Yea that’s right, I 
know whose fault it is, and I’m going to tell you.  And when I am 
finished telling you what happened, I know you are going to agree 
it wasn’t my fault, unlike the others who just like pointing fingers at 
me.

It was a normal spring day like any other, the birds were singing, 
the breeze was cool, and Jesse was trying to escape his chores again.  
However, I was ready to work and had already started my duties.  
I did the normal stuff, you know, like attending to the Ford and 
changing the blinker fluid, canuter valves, and even lubricating the 
muffler bearings so the exhaust isn’t too loud.  On the other hand, 
Jesse, spent most of his time with the gear train, swapping out 
planetary gear sets, helix gears, and even straight cut gears every once 
in a while.  Then there was Clarence, who is actually my grandfather, 
but ever since he returned from the war on May 8th, he just likes to 
be called C.J. for short.  He is in charge of all the major overhauls and 
keeps our home in tip top shape.   

Now moving on, the first thing that happened was Jesse dropped 
the cluster gear set and the forward reverse synchronizer.  I was 
watching from the front room, and I had noticed the blocking ring 
was cracked, but since he believed nobody saw it, he went ahead 
and installed those parts just like if they were new.  Meanwhile, I 
continued working on a lever by the sink, specifically we call it the 
get lever, because when it’s pulled, things tend to move around a lot, 
but my work was flawless.  

Later that day, wouldn’t you know it, I found a sun gear just 
sitting around, which makes no sense at all because it is part of the 
planetary gear set assembly, and we both know who is responsible 
for changing those out.  Therefore, being the superb and supreme 
being I am, I went down into the cellar to take a look at things.  Once 
I had removed the flux capacitor, 3rd planetary gear set, cluster 
shaft, blocking rings, accumulators, and those prickly parts in the 
front of the thingy, I realized where the sun gear went.  And with a 
hammer, so as to gently and efficiently influence the component to fit, 
I installed it, and then put everything back together just like Jesse had 
it.

Secondly, when I returned from fixing Jesse’s so obvious mistake, 
I realized I had forgotten to put all the bolts in the get lever.  Now 
don’t get me wrong, I had a few bolts in it because someone as 
experienced as myself would never leave a get lever unattended 
without at least a few fasteners in it.  But, the other bolts were 
missing, which isn’t a problem because everyone in this household 

Michael Allen Helbert
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knows you don’t touch a get lever if all the bolts aren’t in it.  And as 
I returned to fix that old get lever I happened to find a helix gear out 
on the floor.  Therefore, I had to march right back down to that cellar 
and figure out where it fit.  Then right as I was examining the great 
mechanism where that gear fits, C.J. called me upstairs, and that’s 
when the third thing happened.

Once I was upstairs, C.J. instructed me to find the astrolabe 
which he or Jesse had somehow misplaced.  So instead of fixing the 
great mechanism, or the get lever, I was now rummaging through 
the attic to find the astrolabe, so C.J. could calculate the altitude 
to Sirius tonight.  Then, lo and behold, what did I find, an abacus.  
Not the boring kind, but a unique abacus that generates sounds of 
specific frequencies when precise calculations are obtained with it.  I 
had always wanted to use C.J.’s special abacus, but he never let me.  
However, I reminded myself how it was C.J. who asked me to go 
through this stuff anyways, and how he didn’t say I couldn’t use any 
of the stuff up here at this very moment.  So I strapped the abacus to 
my back and continued on my mission to find the astrolabe.  After 
a gruesome six hours of searching in the dust laden, dim lighted, 
cobwebbed, and mildew encapsulated attic, I found it.  One astrolabe, 
ready to be used at will.

This is when everything went south in a hurry, or should I say, 
36 degrees east of north slightly leaning to the starboard, or right side 
of the house at a velocity of 4,400 meters a second.  Keep in mind that 
is roughly double the German V-2 rocket’s velocity recorded in 1944 
by its creator, Wernher von Braun.  You see, first off, if Jesse wouldn’t 
have left all those parts out, I would have finished properly securing 
the get lever, and it wouldn’t have been as easy to turn as it was.  On 
the other hand, if C.J. hadn’t demanded I find his astrolabe, I would 
have never found that darn old frequency emitting abacus, which in 
all truth contributed to the situation even more than Jesse’s lack of 
attentiveness, and is only second to the party at fault for this whole 
thing.  

It just so happened that when I finished locating the astrolabe, 
it was near eight o’clock at night.  Darkness had just set in well, and 
they kept perching on the branch right outside my window.  How 
was I supposed to know that once I counted eight of them on the 
abacus a resonance frequency of 800-1500 Hz would be emitted, 
hence shattering the wine glass next to the get lever with my wrench 
in it, which just so happened to activate the get lever and launch the 
house towards space?  Therefore, without further delay, I present to 
you the responsible parties for this entire incident, eight baby owls 
outside my window perched on a conifer tree branch.

Michael Allen Helbert
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Rachel Hitt
My Mom Never Called 
        Me Perfect
Perfect
P-E-R-F-E-C-T
Seven letters
Perfect 
Per-fect
Two syllables
“Perfect”
One impossible expectation to live up to.

But it’s hard to measure up when the ideal female height is 5’6” 
but you’re only 5’2”. It’s hard to lighten the worry about being 

perfect when the ideal female body weight is 120, and you weigh 135. 
It’s hard to cut yourself down into the perfect body cookie cutter ideal 
body measurements of 36-24-36 when yours are 37-35-41. Yikes.

Looking back, I remember,
My mom never called me perfect.
I remember when I was 8 years old, I tripped and scraped my 

knee. I cried out of pain and embarrassment, and my mom came 
running. She scooped me up and assured me all would be well, as 
she grabbed a band aid and a tube of ointment. Curiosity in my eyes, 
I asked what the tube was. “Neosporin—it’ll help it heal and prevent 
scarring.” Fear replaced curiosity as the thought of a scarred knee 
scarred my heart.

“What if it still scars?” I asked, afraid of my perfect knee 
becoming imperfect. 

A smile stretched wide across her face and she said softly, “It will 
still bend, and you will still run and you will be okay.”

I remember when I was 13 years old, the first time I felt insecure 
about my body, and God knows it would not be the last. Skinny 
jeans: girls rock them; guys love them, and my thighs could each wear 
a single pair of their own. The mirror in the dressing room felt more 
like a fun house as I stared at the horrible disproportionate disaster 
that was my body. I ripped them off and threw them away, and they 
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crumpled in the corner as I crumpled inside myself. I ducked my 
head in shame and left the store with my mom, clinging to a pair of 
bell bottoms that didn’t make me feel like such a circus act.

“Mom,” I said from the passenger seat of the car, “Do I have fat 
thighs?” It was the first time I’d ever said the F word about myself.

My mother, like she always knew this day would come, chuckled 
and said, “Of course not!”

“It’s muscle. From the horseback riding and the basketball. Your 
muscles allow you to be successful in the things you love!”

I remember when I was 20 years old, home on break for 
Christmas from college. I had discovered my first set of stretch marks 
on the inside of my legs. I casually dropped in conversation about 
how I’d gotten bigger since graduating high school, and my mother, 
of course, contradicted me. Tears welled in my eyes as I looked my 
mom dead in the face.

“Yes I did, Mom. I have stretch marks on my legs.” It sounded 
more like a guilty confession than a fact.

My mom hugged me as I cried into her shoulder, ashamed of the 
marks that I had let scar me.

“It happens. They mean you’re growing, it’s a part of life.”
Scars, muscles, stretch marks. All are extremely natural, and so 

is the body I’ve grown up in, the only body I’ve been given, the body 
I’m meant to combat life in, the body I one day hoped to love, yet was 
told I should hate. They taught me a lot in school:

How to write in cursive,
Long division,
The periodic table,
How to solve for X,
To make a clock from a potato,
Graphing a polynomial function,
Or how to cite a research paper.

But they never even mentioned the importance of loving myself.
No. There are things they forgot to teach me:

My scars are my stories and I should cherish them,
My strong thighs mean that I can run and jump and live,
My stretch marks are not catastrophe marks on my skin, but 

marks that mean I am alive,
I exist.
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And that no matter what the world tells you, the only thing 
you should have to measure up to are the expectations you set for 
yourself. There’s no possible method to weigh passion or joy. You 
cannot measure the things that really matter like the way your eyes 
light up when you talk about what you love, or how your laugh 
rings with the most melodious merriment. How your voice can 
boom through mountains, causing avalanches. Or how your eyes 
are like galaxies, with dreams creating constellations in your own 
solar system. Or how your ideas are like oceans, which are vast and 
endless, with a single drop waiting to create a hurricane. That your 
hands are made to create, to build up, to mend, and to do good. And 
that there is no “ideal image” for how much you were made to love 
and be loved.

No, there are things they forgot to teach me.
I know sometimes you feel like a circus act, or like a bunch of 

shattered pieces, or like the world puts you under so much pressure 
that the pipes of your being could very well burst inside you.

But you need to remember people pay dollars on dollars to go 
to the big top, stained glass is a bunch of broken pieces, and they’re 
considered masterpieces, the same pressure that bursts pipes creates 
diamonds. I know that sometimes we don’t feel like we measure up, 
but we are more. We are more than the scales, and the measurements, 
and the scars, and the skinny jeans, and the stretch marks, and the 
seven letters, and the two syllables, and the impossible expectation 
we’ve been expected to exceed.

And now I understand.
My mom never called me perfect, because she knew that I was 

more.
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Treyson Modgling Forest Creature

Justin Knippers Hugging Elephants
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CirclesColin Craig

Broken Dream
Darcy Gibson
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Such a Lovely PlaceTreyson Modgling

Old Adobe 
Door

Marissa Burns
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Cavern Sunshine
Sara Watts

Sometimes Darkness Can Show You the Light
Hana Rivera

Bamboo Grove
Justin Knippers
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Cavern Sunshine

Tour GuideTreyson Modgling

Classic CameraJustin Knippers
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Neon Marfa Sign
Marissa Burns

Waiting on SunriseLacie Harris
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Neon Marfa Sign
The Waterfall

RuidosaMarissa Burns

Treyson Modgling
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The Hill
Alexis Brown

The Sand-Dune
Alexis Brown

The Trumpet
Alexis Brown
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Peaceful ProtestLuke Munchrath

InspirationHanna Rivera
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Girl with Red Lips
Rebecca Cox

The Guard
Alexis Brown
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Case Galbraith

IceCase Galbraith

Thing
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Tribute to 
Allan Richman

Maria Beasley

Bright Eyes
Rebecca Cox
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Bright Eyes

ImaginationKaitlin Hooper

WonderKaitlin Hooper
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Matthew Huskins
Quiet Hours
“Hey, I think he’s saying something,” muttered Mike to his 

friend Phillip. Phillip took out his earbud, his elbow grazing 
the nylon wall of their tent. Mike lay in between Phillip and their 
other friend, Joe. Mike thought that Joe was about to talk in his sleep.

“Err . . . We have to . . . get out of here,” Joe exhaled as he quickly 
breathed back deeply. Mike pointed his flashlight at Phillip.

“Did you hear that?” asked Mike. Phillip signaled to him through 
a shrug that he did not quite catch it.

“Joe’s sleep talking,” Mike said. Phillip became interested and 
took out his other earbud.

“Didn’t Joe brag about it earlier at merit badge class that he talks 
in his sleep?” Phillip reminded Mike. It was true that earlier on that 
Friday, soon after the boy scout troop had arrived at their camping 
ground for the weekend that Joe began to speak of his many talents, 
including sleep talking.

“Yeah, guess he wasn’t kidding!” said Mike with a smirk. The 
wind whistled outside the confines of the tent. It became inwardly 
evident to Phillip and to Mike that a storm was setting its course for 
their campsite. Mike thought to himself of how rainstorms always 
swept through at night whenever he went camping.

“What do you thing he’s dreaming about?” Phillip asked to Mike. 
“I can think of a few things,” Phillip whispered to himself.

“Well, he said, ‘we have to get out here,’ like he might be in some 
sort of high speed chase or something,” Mike offered to Phillip’s 
question. Joe, still breathing heavily, snug inside his sleeping bag, 
spoke out loud again.

“I have to go to a place; wait here for me.” Joe spoke softly. This 
time Mike and Phillip were both attentive and almost began laughing 
from their amusement of Joe’s sleep talking. The night remained 
young to them, even if it was already quiet hours. Joe continued 
to babble short phrases in a somewhat cognitive manner, usually 
describing himself in some imminent danger or high speed chase.

“It’s like he’s dreaming that he’s in some sort of action movie,” 
said Phillip.

“I know, right? Must be cool,” echoed Mike. “I think he’s playing 
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the part of the guy who is, like, a spy and who has to carry out a 
mission against some terrorists. That would be Joe’s thing.”

“So over the top . . .” whined Phillip.
Joe spoke again, out of his clearest speech, “I’m . . . I’m gonna kill 

you. Sorry, but that’s what you get when you mess with me. Die!”
The two boys couldn’t do anything to keep themselves from 

chuckling that led into bursts of laughter.
“What is he going on about?” laughed Phillip.
“I think he just killed somebody,” Mike giggled. Then the tent 

shook suddenly.
“BOYS, quiet down. Go to sleep. Turn off that flash light.” The 

adult turned and retreated to his tent. The boys were silent. Mike 
covered his flash light with his hand. Joe sat up, probably startled 
from the scoutmaster’s intrusion.

“Guys, what’s up?” said Joe, wiping his eyes like he had gotten a 
great night’s sleep. It was midnight.

“Shhh . . .Mr. Petticrew just came by and told us to keep it down,” 
whispered Mike urgently.

“Wow, why? Did I . . .talk in my sleep?” Joe leaned forward to 
Mike.

“Yeah, you were, and it was too funny for us to keep quiet,” said 
Phillip.

“You were saying all sorts of things in your sleep, dude,” Mike 
told to Joe as he uncovered his flash light, aiming it at the ground. Joe 
gave Mike a raised eyebrow. “Yeah, you were talking about killing 
someone.”

“You’re right, I was killing someone,” Joe announced, although 
he thought it would resonate for longer than it did. “Ok, guys . . .you 
obviously see now that I talk in my sleep, but the real skill I have is 
the ability to remember my dreams and pick them up later when I fall 
asleep again.”

“So, who did you kill?” Mike was in his own curiosity.
“You want to know who I killed? It was the man who killed my 

wife.”
“What?” Phillip didn’t see where Joe’s sense was.
“I’m not the same person in my dreams,” explained Joe. “My 

life is a lot more intense over there. People are after me, I have to 
carry dark secrets with me, nothing like in my real life.” Joe went on. 
Phillip had forgotten how annoying Joe was when he was awake.

Matthew Huskins
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“If I were to you guys my thoughts, it’s this… I think I have an 
ability to channel between two different lives. What if my life as a spy 
is real, and this right now is the dream? Think about it!”

Phillip thought it would be pretty hard to think about it if he 
were a figment of Joe’s imagination. Meanwhile, Mike was confused 
and lost in the conversation. Raindrops began to tap against the tent, 
making subtle pop sounds.

“I should probably get back to my tent. Tomorrow is going to be 
a long day if I don’t sleep,” said Mike. He felt at least for himself that 
this conversation about Joe’s dreams was over.

“Are you sure? I really wasn’t finished talking about this! What 
if I go back to sleep? You might hear something that I missed! You 
could help me out!” urged Joe. Phillip had already put his earbuds 
back in and was already falling asleep. It was at this moment that 
Mike wished he could wake up from his own dream right then and 
be somewhere else.
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Elieyah Hutcheson
If I Were a Boy
Flowers in the night sky, blooming flowers:
red, blue, yellow, orange, green.
Popping that could be gunfire, but I’m not scared.
I watch the whistling, popping flowers bloom.
The cold doesn’t bite as bad as the mosquitoes,
but neither bug me.
My eyes drink in the beauty,
as my dad drones on about danger and fire.
I don’t care; I tune him out.
My body urges me to leave,
I had too much water.
My brother dances too, but dad says:
“Go in the bushes.”
“Can I go in the bushes?”
I plead.
But I’m a girl.
I have to go inside.
I have to miss the blooming, popping flowers,
because I’m not a boy.
At a sermon, Dad reads, straight from the KJV
“One in a thousand men, I found…
But in ten thousand, not one woman.”
It wouldn’t be so hard to be good,
If I were a boy.

I want to paint, but painting is man’s work I’m told.
“You can do anything you want,
as long as it’s feminine,” they say.
“Can I grow up to be president?”
Mom says a woman can’t be president.
I can learn to cook,
but “Men make better chefs,”
a friend of my dad’s reminds me.
“Women drivers are good
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at causing wrecks and mayhem,” my father says.
My brain hurts from staring at the paper.
I can’t do the problem.
I would be smarter,
if I were a boy.
My dad tells me what to do.
When I grow up, it will be my husband.
I can’t choose for myself.
“Women are subservient.”
I have to obey.
If only I were a boy.
I would be the eldest male,
Rather than girl number two.
My father would love me more.
My mother would cherish me.
But I am only an inferior copy of my older sister.
The girl who learned to read when she was five
But I still struggle.
The girl who shows no fear,
While I cower.
I wouldn’t be so scared,
If I were a boy.

Haley Ivey
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In MemoryHaley Ivey
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Rhonda C. Martin
No Reflection
I want to see my face
Prove that I exist
But the mirror is
Speckled and veiled
Black veins creep
Over dusty water.

I need to see my reflection
In another’s eyes
Cold springs coil,
Shut tight
And never open to see
If I matter.

When my face is gone
Wiped clean and raw
Nothing important is
Reflected in the void
Only blood escapes in the undertow
And vanishes . . . with me.
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Rhonda C. Martin
Ricochet
Be careful what you
Say
Words can
R   c   c   e
   i   o   h   t
Until they find their
M A R K
Piercing ears to bloody hearts.

A loaded gun with
Honey
Can find the living
S p a r k
Coat differences in
shame
To kill with kindness leaves no mark.

Without a trace of
Guilt
These shooters walk away;
F r e e
Smug into their little
T
O
W
E
R
S
Enshrined in bloody eaves.

Their marks are left in 
t      a      t      t      e      r      s
strewn   across   their   floors
by their own hands
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on the floor.
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Ashley Mata
Majesty
They are the mountains, 
Strong they stand. 
Snowy peaks glisten 
As the sun hits them.
Majestic beauty along the horizon, 
Second only to the sky above
That expands vastly. 
Colors blended, an ombre palette, 
Picturesque wonder, nature astounds. 

Picturesque wonder, nature astounds. 
Colors blended, an ombre palette, 
That expands vastly. 
Second only to the sky above
Majestic beauty along the horizon.
As the sun hits them,
Snowy peaks glisten 
Strong they stand. 
They are the mountains.
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Ashley Mata
Rain
Thunder in the distance
The clouds roll in 
Air thickens. 
The sky turns a dark grey, 
As lightning crashes down to earth. 
With it the sky opens up. 

Cascading water falls from above, 
Releasing an earthy smell. 
The ground drinks up this much needed rain, 
The drought has been long, but it is over. 

Trees sway with the wind, 
Birds take refuge. 
In this moment, the world around me finds peace. 

I close my eyes and take a deep breath in, 
Letting the cleansing rain clear my thoughts. 
For once, I am at peace, 
One with my surroundings. 

The rain stops. 
My eyes open. 
I see the sun peak out behind the clouds. 

A rainbow in the distance, 
A radiant beam of hope in a chaotic world. 
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Treyson Modgling Wilderness

The Gates of AdventureTreyson Modgling
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Treyson Modgling

Midnight Snack
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Treyson Modgling Resurrection
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Alvaro Munoz Extraterrestrial
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Caitlyn Oxford
Doomed
“I miss you,” she texted.

 He didn’t reply. She didn’t expect him to. He stared down 
at his phone reading her words over and over. He looked across the 
room at the woman he was supposed to be in love with. Their baby 
lay asleep in the other room, both of their genes running through her. 
Because of the baby, he couldn’t let himself leave for the one he was 
truly in love with. Every morning, every day his heart felt like it was 
being ripped from his chest. It physically hurt to stay, but he felt that 
leaving her meant she would take the baby from him. He couldn’t 
live without that little girl. He could painfully live without true love. 
He read those three words one more time, deleted the message, and 
went into the baby’s room to try to keep the tears from falling. He 
watched her sleep and thought about how hard life would always be. 
He held in a sob before turning to escape to the bathroom. He locked 
the door, wondered if she thought about him often, and the pushed 
thoughts of her away. 

She stared down at her phone. She had drunk too much, but 
it didn’t make the text any less true. She looked at herself in the 
bathroom mirror. She wondered how long she could let someone else 
hold her. How long would she wait for him? Forever, she guessed. 
She’d never felt anything like what she felt when they were together. 
It was consuming and overwhelming. Every day she ached for him. 
Every morning, every day it hurt. She lived in the world normally, 
but inside, she never felt complete. She wondered if he ever thought 
of her the way she thought of him. She understood why they could no 
longer be together. If she found out, she’d take the baby away. If he 
left, she’d take the baby from him. She would never ask him to leave, 
and he never would. 

Star-Crossed lovers, they both thought, remembering their last 
conversation. They set their phones down and turned to the people 
who loved them, but they could never love back. Then, they knew 
they’d never love anyone the way they loved each other. 

Doomed from the beginning, they both thought before closing their 
eyes for another night of restless sleep. 
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Caitlyn Oxford
His
He stood in the doorway. I could see his silhouette. I could feel his 

presence. It wasn’t normal. He wasn’t normal.
“Danny.” I said. 
This isn’t a peaceful way to wake up.
He didn’t say a word. I shifted under the sheets, pushing my back 

up against the headboard. 
“Danny?” I said again, louder this time. He, again, didn’t 

respond. I sat in silence for what felt like hours, staring at his dark, 
naked body in our doorway.

He moved, then. He turned and took three steps forward. I 
crawled out of bed and softly padded after him. He didn’t turn 
around as I expected him to. I followed him down the hallway. We 
turned the corner to the kitchen and I saw her lying there. 

“Danny?” I almost screamed. “Danny, what did you do?” He 
didn’t answer. He stared down at her naked, mangled body. I didn’t 
know who she was. She was probably one of his other lover’s. One of 
his other lover’s who I tried to pretend didn’t exist. 

I stood there frozen. He was in a place that I didn’t understand, I 
couldn’t understand. I wanted to reach for the phone, but they were 
both in the way.

“Danny, we can’t stay here like this.” I whispered, tears 
threatening to come down my face. He turned and stared at me. His 
eyes were almost black. I watched them pierce my own.  He was no 
longer my Danny. Something inside him had come unhinged. 

“Danny, we can’t stay here like this.” I repeated, holding back a 
sob.

“I won’t leave her here, you bitch.” He snarled at me. His words 
cut deep. He had never talked to me like that. I became nothing 
to him. “She’s the only one I ever loved. I had to make her mine 
forever.”

My heart pounded against my chest so hard that I thought I 
would die before he could get to me. 

“You’re mine, too.” He said, moving towards me. I wanted to 
move away, but I feared if I did he would only get angrier. “I’ve 
always loved you, Bell.” He said, using the wrong name. He ran his 
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fingers over my cheek. His touch wasn’t soft as it usually was. I had 
to keep myself from falling over from the force behind me fingers.

My cheek is going to be bruised. I thought. 
“You’re so beautiful.” He said. “You’re going to be mine forever 

too.”
Before I could move, he flipped me around and ran our kitchen 

knife across my throat. He must’ve sharpened it. Yesterday it could 
barely cut tomatos. I didn’t scream though I might have if I could 
have.

He made me his forever, just like he did her. Twenty-two years 
old, and I’m his.

That was the last thing I thought before my heart stopped.

Caitlyn Oxford
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Caitlyn Oxford
Star-Crossed Lovers
Our love was written in the stars. 
Our paths crossed.
Our love burned. 
“I see stars in your eyes,” you said. 
But stars burn out.
Stars die.
“Star-Crossed lovers,” I said. 
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Hanna Rivera I’ll Be There
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Hanna Rivera Love Is Light
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Love Is Light

Josh Sexton
That First Laugh
“So, let me get this straight. You hated your kid?”

The question hung in the air. Charles had a look on his face 
that would have been very similar to the look he would have had if 
someone had told him that the Easter bunny was real. Charles had 
just found out that his wife was expecting their first child. He decided 
that the best way to expunge his fears and nervousness was to talk to 
his best friend, John. He could never have imagined that John would 
drop this bombshell. 

John was one of those people who never held back and seemed to 
have an awesome family. So, it just seemed natural to confide in him. 
He expected some great insight. Never could he have dreamed of 
this. John hated his own kid. It was difficult for Charles to accept this. 

“Hate? Geez, you are making me sound like a monster. I don’t 
know that I would use the word hate. Dislike? Yeah, I would definitely 
say dislike,” John responded, failing to alleviate any of the questions 
that were now racing through Charles’ mind. 

“Look. You have to understand,” John continued. “This is 
something most men won’t talk about. She was new. She constantly 
needed her mom. Food, comfort, EVERYTHING was her mom’s job. 
Except for changing her diaper. Things got worse when she took my 
bed. Sure, I got to sleep there. At least, I got a small corner. I also lost 
the ability to share the bed with my wife, because I had a daughter 
that was now in between us. My wife tried to comfort me. She told 
me I just needed to hold her more, but every time that I did she cried. 
This little baby had stolen my peace, my bed, my wife, and my sleep.” 

He paused reflectively. “After the first week of no sleep I felt like 
she had stolen my wife and hijacked my life. So, yeah, for the first 
three months I didn’t like her.”

Charles sat quietly, soaking in the heavy secret that John had 
just revealed to him. How could this be? Every time he saw them in 
public they seemed so happy. How many times had he seen John’s 
daughter ride on his shoulders and squeal with delight? How many 
times had he sat in John’s living room and watched them wrestle? 
John would always pretend that he was struggling to gain the upper 
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hand. Yet, here he was, sitting in a golf cart actually listening to John 
confess that he didn’t like his own daughter. They worked together 
at a church camp, fixing things that needed some small maintenance. 
They were also in charge of keeping up the lawn. The golf cart 
coasted along slowly to their next destination. 

“So, what changed?” he finally asked. He hoped this simple 
question would shed some revelations on this shocking story. 

“I don’t know. Maybe she did. Maybe it was me. All I know is 
that about three months in, I had to watch her for the day while my 
wife went back to work. If I am honest with you, I was terrified to 
stay at home with her by myself. So, I made a decision. I took her on 
our first daddy-daughter date. We went to the zoo. I know it sounds 
silly. Who, in their right mind, would take a three-month-old baby 
to the zoo? You have to understand, though, that I needed to do 
something.” John trailed off as the recollection began to consume him. 

“What happened at the zoo?” Charles asked, quickly jolting John 
back to reality. Charles wasn’t sure what he expected. What kind of 
divine intervention could take place at a park full of animals?

“We saw animals,” John simply replied, but the obvious look 
of disappointment on Charles’s face was too much. John grinned 
evilly and let out a hearty laugh. Once he had composed himself he 
continued with his story.

“I don’t know, honestly. Something did happen though. When 
we left we were exhausted. So, we went home and took a nap. She 
laid in my arms and slept peacefully. The only other time that I had 
witnessed this was the moment after she was born. The nurse had 
cleaned her up, bundled her up in a blanket, and laid her in my 
arms. The difference between that moment and this one was that 
my daughter chose to sleep in my arms this time. I didn’t want the 
moment to ever end. I thought it couldn’t get any better, but I was 
wrong. When she woke up she actually wanted to play with me. It 
wasn’t chase or anything. She was six months old. However, I existed, 
and she wanted to be around me. I blew toots on her tummy and 
she laughed. It was the first time I heard her laugh because of me. It 
was one of the most beautiful sounds I have ever heard. Of course, 
when her mom got home, I ceased to exist. That was okay, however, 
because for a few minutes I was actually the most important person 
in her world. It is still that way a little bit. Mom is still the most 
important person in the room, but I am okay with those moments 

Josh Sexton
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where I matter.”
John smiled at some unspoken memory, obviously lost in some 

deep thought. He finished tightening the drain under the leaking 
sink, and headed out the door of the cabin to the next job on their list. 
As they went about the rest of their chores, the topics drifted from 
fishing to sports to the weather. Charles had enough to think about as 
it was, and he didn’t want to add to his queue. 

They said their goodbyes, and Charles watched as John got 
into his light blue Chevy and drove out of sight. Charles headed 
to his own home. He kissed his wife on the lips. Then he leaned 
down to her stomach, where their daughter was waiting to grace 
the world with her presence. He was ready for her to get here. Most 
importantly, he could not wait to experience her first laugh.   
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E. Dave Thomas
River Sadness
Vacation is here, but the euphoria my friends and I once had as 

children is gone. As youngsters, whenever we had an extended 
break from school, public decency became a relative term. Unlike 
other times of the year, walking the streets barely clothed to and from 
the river, sometimes with just the bare minimum—underwear—
resulted in no public rebuke. It was a time when our extremities 
regularly resembled dried fruits. After many hours of bathing and 
playing in the meandering stream, it was difficult to distinguish 
our toes and fingers from prunes. While at the river, we would 
also bravely shove our hands under stones to catch crayfish to later 
please our taste buds despite their latching pincers. Even the simple 
game of skipping stones was a delight; the farthest distance and the 
most ripples guaranteed bragging rights. Not once did we think our 
experiences would be temporary.

Now in my adult years, however, despite hotter days, the 
river serves little purpose. The once force of nature is a shadow of 
itself. It succumbed to the sun’s wrath. The flow of water is barely 
visible now, so its appeal is gone. There is little reason to jump into 
the refreshing pool because in most areas it is insufficient for full 
submersion. Plus, swimming over and around the exposed boulders 
I never recognized as a child definitely isn’t as enticing when 
compared to wading through an obstacle-free course. On the bright 
side, however, with the exposure of so many rocks, I guess capturing 
crayfish might be easier, but where are they? My hands are now safe 
from any pincers, but strangely, it isn’t a tradeoff I would prefer to 
make. Skipping stones over the water’s surface is now a thing of the 
past. With the reduced flow and exposed boulders, rock climbing 
seems like a more appropriate activity. Unfortunately, the fun, games, 
and smiles the river environment once provided are now little more 
than fond memories.

What changed? The constant sting of the sun not so subtly 
provides the answer. As the drought lengthens and intensifies, 
the hope that the flow will increase any time soon wanes.  The 
forecasters can no longer predict when aquatic magic will cascade 
from the cloudless skies to provide the relief we desperately seek. 
The optimist in me still looks forward to the delight the river once 
brought. I would welcome interactions with the river’s crustaceans 
and transformation of my extremities to inedible fruits once again. 
However, as I wait for the clouds to burst, I reluctantly trade river 
games for patience.
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E. Dave Thomas
Time
Time might be the most contradictory concept that governs and 

dictates our lives. It provides solutions and illuminates problems. 
It reveals but also hides. Often times, it is taken for granted, but its 
seriousness has dire repercussions. It opens and closes doors. It heals 
emotional, physical, and spiritual wounds, but it can also cause them 
to fester. It creates and destroys. Its misuse may come with a plethora 
of consequences which may later be to our benefit or detriment. 
However, in the end, using time wisely may be a thing of the past 
because we’re all at its mercy, and it always has the final say.
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Rachel Tuggle
A Waitress’s Tale
A young reporter, inexperienced,
Comes to interview an elderly, sick waitress at the local diner.
The reporter knows the waitress has cancer;
Signs for the fundraiser are all over town.
But then the cook pulls her aside.

Now the reporter walks timidly, 
Knowing she goes to speak with a dead woman.
Her hands shake
And she has trouble meeting the waitress’s eyes.

Surrounded by her family, the waitress speaks bravely
Until she begins crying into her fifth cigarette.
The smokiness of the room cannot hide 
The longing in the waitress’s voice 
As she speaks of life.

The reporter steps back into the sunshine 
Coughing on the smoke she left behind.
But the smell lingers, as do the memories
Of the waitress’s tears.
Nothing can be done.

A week later the reporter learns 
That her feature has become
The waitress’s obituary.
And the smell of smoke returns
As the reporter recalls the waitress’s tears.
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Sara Watts Commerce Street Rain
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Sara Watts
I’ll Be Quiet Night
Dripping clouds alight the darkened sky,
And deposit shining light streaks.

Ill be quiet night in moonlit haven,
As shafts of beauty lit his boughs.

A sturdy oak in darkness laden,
With silence falling midst his prows.

A vision to behold in darkness,
A sorry sore amidst the light.

Hidden away from sight, sound, sorrow,
Resides his real heart: a shy soul.

She knew . . .

Curiosity be what lit it,
The lamp to lumminate her way.

The flame itself was not cat’s guile,
But the hope of finding a like friend.

Truth led her in her quest for comfort,
It led her to his solemn root.

When she looked and gazed upon his boughs,
her gaze not more than moonlight shaft,

She knew . . .

Hidden away from sight, sound, sorrow,
Resides his true heart; a Willow
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From a distance he was a wide oak,
For others, he stood tall and there.

But mutual circumstance brought her,
Like he, she be an oak-turned willow.

Lamp light shone upon him, and his soul,
He cringed, waited for disgust—hate.

She knew . . .
And didn’t care.

She held the light to her own oak self,
The truth that led her now fell out.

Hidden away from light, pain, people,
Lay her own straight heart; a Willow.

At last the moon shifted and was gone,
The light had come again to find—

A storm had taken place at haven,
The shrubs and trees all fell away

All but two, that stood strong, wide, “oak”
Two willows stood against it all.

Their hearts be strong,
Their souls be tree,
But solid oak’s not what they be.
They had clung to each other in the fiery storm,
Together, stronger than any oak,
They survived it all
And were found unscathed 
as their boughs had bent in the winds
of that oppressing thunder.

Sara Watts
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Meagan E. Webb
Behind the Fog
Twenty-two years??? That is all the time I had on earth was 

twenty-two years? Hanna just smiled and gave me one of her 
intense hugs that I had missed so much. She had passed away at the 
age of twenty-one earlier that summer; her passing devastated every 
person I knew. Hanna was sweet, gentle, loving, and beautiful. We 
had grown up together going to church camps, running track, and 
even attending the same university together. During the months 
leading up to my own death, everything about my life reminded me 
of Hanna. My hometown, the Starbucks on campus, football games, 
and of course, the dreaded drive down highway 67 all made me think 
of her. I missed her hugs and her laugh. Now, here I am with Hanna 
squeezing me so tight I could barely breathe. 

“I am so happy you are here,” Hanna expressed as she finally 
loosened her grip from around my waist. Seeing Hanna meant that I 
had died. I knew this for a fact; however, I was so happy to see her, 
too! 

“Hanna, I have so many questions for you! How did I. . .? I mean 
am I. . .?” 

 “No one ever remembers how they die, at least not here,” Hanna 
said in a calm and happy manner. I began to blink like a new born 
that was seeing the world for the first time. As a looked around, I 
saw a vast amount of empty space that had sort of a fog throughout 
it. There was no one in sight, not my grandmother who had passed 
when I was eight and not even God. It was just me and Hanna 
standing there.  I nervously asked if this empty space was heaven. 

“Oh, God, no,” Hanna answered with her witty sense of humor. 
“This is the waiting space.”  

Waiting space, I thought. What could we possibly be waiting for? We 
had already died. 

“Don’t worry about the fog. It slowly goes away as you come to 
peace with the fact that your time on earth is over,” expressed Hanna. 

My eyes widened at the thought of what was behind the fog. 
Would I see my grandmother? Was there a beautiful mountain or a 
waterfall behind the fog? “What do you see? What’s behind the fog? 
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Please tell me,” I begged Hanna. 
“I can’t tell you because it’s different for everyone,” Hanna 

explained. 
 “How is it that I can see you?” I asked. 
“I am your guide; you see I have been preparing for you to 

come,” answered Hanna. 
Hanna went on to tell me that as the fog softens I will began to 

see what my personal subconscious thinks is the most beautiful scene. 
“Our God is a loving God, and he wants our waiting place to be 

perfect for each of us,” she explained. “If you love the snow, you will 
see the most beautiful snowfall without feeling a chill. If you love the 
sunshine, you will be able to bask in it all day without burning. 

“What about people? Will I see other people who have gone 
before me?” 

 Hanna explained that those I was close to, I will get to see 
because they are part of my perfect scene. 

“Your fiancé is here, and he will probably be the first person you 
see when the fog lifts,” Hanna said excitingly. 

My head spun, my heart sank, and I fell to the ground as my 
knees could not hold my spirt up any longer. My fiancé is here? How 
can that be, I thought. We were both so young. I was sure he had 
a long life to live, even though I had passed. We must have died 
together. 

In that moment I found my peace with the fact that my time on 
earth was over. After all, I just wanted to be where he was. I had no 
connection to earth any longer. Hanna said that the fog would slowly 
fade; however, my fog left at the speed of light. The bright sun shined 
down on the snow covered mountain top. This was my perfect scene. 
This was the exact image of the scene I was in on the day my fiancé 
proposed. Everything was perfect, except my fiancé was nowhere in 
sight. I turned to Hanna with a confused look on my face. 

 “Your fog lifted faster than anyone’s I have ever seen, and your 
perfect scene truly is beautiful. However, your fiancé is not here, at 
least not yet. I simply wanted you to get to your peaceful place as fast 
as possible.”  I was not mad at Hanna for lying. After all I don’t think 
anger is a feeling I was capable of once I was in my perfect scene. 

For seventy years I basked in the sun on that snow-topped 
mountain. I had endless sweet conversations with my grandmother, 
who had passed before me. I was a guide for my parents as they 

Meagan E. Webb
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entered the waiting place. I worshiped and grew closer to my God 
who created this beautiful waiting space. The days passed swiftly as I 
patiently awaited my love to come and join me. Finally, on his ninety 
first birthday, he joined me on that snow-topped mountain. He was 
just as youthful and handsome as I had remembered. He told me 
stories of his ninety years on earth. Oh how I had missed his voice. 

Meagan E. Webb
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Rachel Williams
Countdown
For the next thirty-six days I will wake up in your arms
kiss your chest
and quietly climb out of bed
so I can brush my teeth and make breakfast.

For the next twenty-one days I will fall asleep in your arms
listen to your heartbeat
and hog blankets 
with the knowledge that you will be there when my eyes open again.

For the next twelve days I will ignore the countdown on my mirror
look past it when getting ready for the day
focus on the other notes you’d written in expo marker
and go back to you for a kiss and smile.

Today
I woke up to a text from you
Cried softly
And stumbled out of bed to brush my teeth and make breakfast.

Tonight I will fall asleep clutching your pillow
burying my nose in it so I can smell you one last time
and try to ignore the lack of warmth
when your side of the bed is empty and cool to the touch.

Tomorrow I will ignore the blank space where the countdown had 
been
Look at all the scribbles and compliments you had drawn on the glass
And crumple to the floor when I realize you won’t be here to write 
another one.

Tomorrow you will text to remind me that we will be together again 
soon
that 1,062.9 miles isn’t too far
and seeing you once a year has to be enough for now
then have pizza delivered to my apartment so we can eat the same 
thing during a Skype date.
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In ten days, I will smile 
Go to class
Talk to my friends
And start a new countdown.

In 265 days, we will say hello.

Rachel Williams
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